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CHAPTER I.
1.1. A stochastic matrix P of order k is a square matrix with
k rows for which p^j » the element of the i®1 row and column,
is such that
(i) 0 £ P"j ^ l for all j ;
(ii) ij Pij ~ | for all
j-< '




A stochastic matrix can be considered more naturally as a i
%
'matrix of transition probabilities'• Suppose that at successive
times an event E occurs and that in every case E is in fact
one of the events E, , SIj(, Eg,. Suppose further that the
occurrences of these events are not independent but are related in
the follo?/ing way, that if the event E i occurs at one time, or
stage, then the probability of transition at the next stage from
this state E1 to the state Ej is P i.j • Then clearly a
stochastic matrix can be considered as a matrix [py] of
transition probabilities, and conversely. To emphasise this it
would be natural to call such a matrix a 'transition matrix*, but
this term has been used elsewhere16 for a matrix of a different
kind, and the term 'stochastic matrix' is in common use.
Dependent processes of this kind were first studied by
Markov and are known as Markov chains, constant if the matrix
of transition probabilities is constant from stage to stage,
otherwise variable.
a Ledermann. (The names of authors that occur in footnotes
relate to their papers listed on p. /fey )
xs See, for example, Markov, 12, 13, Ik, 15.
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Consideration of the frequencies of occurrence of the
various states leads to the discussion of probability
distributions, but our main purpose in this and the succeed¬
ing chapter is the study of the related problem of the
behaviour, as n «= , of a product of variable
stochastic matrices each of order k :
P0"' = P, Fk ?„.
As an introduction, and for comparison later with the more
general case, we consider first the particular, constant,
case in which P: = P for all i. This leads to a con¬
siderable simplification, both of results and of proofs, for
it allows us to discuss the behaviour of the matrix power P
by the use of classical matrix theory,
1,2, let P *>e a stochastic matrix of order k.
Then38;
(i) /\ = 1 is a latent root of P,
For Px ss x, where x is the column vector •
(ii) (>|4 1 for every root ^ of p.
For let > be a root of P and *={*/>—a be an
associated non-trivial column vector, so that
P x -
36 Frechet, pp, 105-107,
Let ** "be an element of * not exceeded in modulus "by any
other element. Then, abstracting the <*■ row from the matrix
equation above,
A -x^ = pt.-x, + + JV& -x^_
so that
(All I % p>t! J *■< I + +• potfc 1'X^ )
* Cl*<+ + p«-p<) i**\
whence
pl| * i
since |X<I and p*i +--- +p«■£ = I .
(iii) If the diagonal elements of P are positive there is
no complex root such that IAI =1 *
For, with the notation and method of (ii),
IA- f>~< | l**» * (J — pou ) j** \
from which, with p<**>o * the result follows.
She root A= I can be multiple, as it is for example in
the trivial case of P = I, and there can be complex roots
such that (AI -1 , as there are for example in the case of the
binomial permutation matrix, but we can show that s
Theorem
If the root A~l is simple and dominates the other roots
in modulus, then P^ exists, and is of rani: / : and
Me«i * *
conversely*.
56 A slightly different proof of this theorem is given by
Aitken.
Proof.
Suppose that the roots of P are /, 7i2)....^ (not
necessarily distinct), where <n for % ^ i <. •£





- di^ { i J %. , j i
—^ £ ' ) o > — ^ D \
as since \ "be \ < I .
Thus in this case P*"—> U, where U is a stochastic matrix in
which all rows are identical.
(ii) If, however, one or more of the roots Tin...71 is
multiple the same result holds, and the proof is similar. In
this case a non-singular H exists such that HH-f' is in the
classical canonical form
HPH~' = cCux^ [ I, l^3
where each IC -c is either one of the roots a2>—or a










^ • I + W , fO<M^ ^
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2 3
so that W , W occupy successively higher superdiagonals
f-
and where, if ?i is an r-fold root, W = 0.
2ilus
, ^ X / K \ ,f-l
K l* * +(D* ^ + 4U.)^ W
—V ^O^Oj
as ix-^ m , since
H. .
(.)
n-e ~o . & '\*
d . A *K A
9'-
if 11, i < l
Thus W w ~y °\ 9 and the result follows as "before.
We see at once that the converse of the result is true
also. For if the root of P is not simple, or if there
is a second root i such that , then at least two of
H. -I
the diagonal elements of the triangular matrix hph are not
only non-zero "but are of unit modulus for all n so that t+PtH'
clearly cannot tend to a limiting matrix of rank less than 2.
Then, since rank is invariant under a non-singular transform¬
ation, it follows that P*' cannot tend to a limit matrix of
rank 1.
Thus if the root A-I of P is simple and dominant
0- p" exists . This is the case, for instance,
if P?0, as we shall prove in 1.12. We can, however, relate
II more directly to P. For the columns of H above are
column vectors associated with the roots bin — ■> of P,
and the rows of It -are the corresponding row vectors. ~ Thus
each row of U, a matrix of rank 1, is the row vector u,
-6-
normalised so that the sum of its elements is unity, associated
with the dominant moot >-l of P.
l.% We illustrate these results by an example, that in which







Thus l>zl <1 if ^ I so in the binomial case (but not more
generally) the condition that P be positive is equivalent to
the condition that exceeds all other roots in modulus.








Alternatively we ean proceed as follows and use a certain
matrix transformation. Itet














I f>4~p£ + pS^1,













as "before* We have also, incidentally, expressed P simply
in terms of -<v and the elements of P86#
Thus in the binomial case we can express U in terms of
the elements of P; and this allows us to give, in this
particular case, a proof of the existence of the limit U
without the use of matrix theory# We write
P = J + XX
* The same result is found by the equivalent method of






a matrix with row sums zero. Then
so that
uP - o , -z.v -o






+" X- Z, r
Since it follows that P1-*^ as u-> <*> .
1,4, Thus, under certain conditions, P* tends to a limit¬
ing matrix of a certain kind that we call stable: a stochastic
matrix of rank 1 in which all rows are the same.
Let T he such a stable stochastic matrix. Then T is
2.
idempotent: T = T ; and, more generally, PT = T for any
stochastic matrix P, Similarly TP = S, a stable matrix;
but S = T if and only if T = U, \7here each row of H is a
latent row vector associated with the root 'A-i of P (which
root need not be simple here). The proofs of these results
are immediate.
Thus the product of a stochastic matrix and a stable matrix
-9—
being of rank 1, is stable; and, in particular, the product of
two stable matrices is stable. The converse, that if the product
of two stochastic matrices is stable then at least one of them is
itself stable is true for binomial matrices but is not true in
general. The proofs are as follows,
(i) Let P( , Pz be binomial stochastic matrices with roots
hh and W respectively. Then since for any square
matrices A , B
(a) det (AB) = det A . det B
and
(b) det A = product of roots of A,
it follows, if the roots of P, Pz are 1 > A t that , If
A-o then P, Pz is stable, and conversely, by the results of
1,1, And if A^o then either =o or "Az.-o , and hence either
P| or Pz is stable,
(ii) low suppose that P, , Pt are stochastic matrices of order
k ^ 3, Then if P, Pz is stable and c is a column of P^ , then
r
p, £ - ~ ex. , say
for some constant =* , and if P, is non-singular,
£ " Pi'« .
Thus the elements of c are equal if and only if P,H has constant
row sums. This is not generally ^true» As an example consider
-10 -










1.5* We now turn to the more general problem mentioned, in 1.1,
that of discussing the behaviour for large n of
r'~ - p,a Pw.
We have seen that under certain conditions P*' tends to a
stable limiting matrix. This behaviour we can interpret in
another way and relate the abstract problem of the behaviour
of matrix powers and products to the concrete problem of the
nature of a probability distribution associated with a Markov
chain.
Consider a chain of k states in which the initial
probability distribution of the occurrence of the respective
states is specified by the row vector w , so that the
probability distributions after 1, 2, stages are
wPt , wP, P^,..,.., wP ,.... • Then, in the constant case of
1.2, if P tends to a stable matrix, then wP^
(i) tends to independence of w;
(ii) tends to a definite limit,
(i) is a consequence of the tendency to stability, and (ii) is
a consequence of the existence of a limit for p\
-11-
Uow consider Pc • It is evident already from the remarks
on stable matrices in 1.4 that P does not tend to a limit
in general, for consider a product of general stable matrices;
and it is only under restricted conditions that a definite limit
exists# We discuss these conditions in Chapter 2# file general
j v\)
non-existence of a limit for P constitutes the essential
difference of the variable from the constant case.
(jfi)
But for a wide class of stochastic matrices P does tend
to stability. It is easy to verify the following
Lemma
wF tends to independence of w if and only if P tends
to a stable matrix.
Proof.
(a) The condition is sufficient. Por suppose that no two
elements of the same column of P differ by more than £ . Let
u be any row of P . Then
pUt) (*S |to r — \ £
since the elements of <o are positive, or zero, and sum to unity.
Here and elsewhere IP I <£ means: each element of P is less
than i in modulus.
(b) She condition is necessary, Por suppose, for example,
(.♦Othat the first two elements of a given column of P are c, and
ct , and consider the two distributions o, ,o~] and
Pr-p, |Vro,-v..-, o • Tfie elements in the corresponding column of
-12-
wPLk° are c, 4-*.cx and c,Ci-p) *fcx respectively, and these
differ by less than e if and only if ((.<*-p Xci~cO\ < s. ; and
hence, if xfjis ^-c^oaa ^—^c* • The result follows*
1,6. Thus an initial problem is to find necessary and
(J*-?
sufficient conditions under which P tends to a stable matrix.
In fact it appears to be not possible to set down general broad
conditions of any usefulness; we can only give sufficient con¬
ditions, but these are conditions satisfied by most chains.
Matrix theory is not of use now and we have to turn to
other methods. It is not difficult to give a sufficient con¬
dition; it is that the P^, shall be uniformly positive, that
is, that there shall exist an e> 0 such that ^ e for all
i . The proof is as follows.
Let f>± be the difference between the greatest and the
least elements of a column o of P, and let = max •
Call x> the range of P. Thus P is stable if, and only if,
p is zero.
If P :> e then p < <-£e , where k is the order of P,
as before, For, since the sum of the elements of any row is
unity and each element is not less than e, the greatest
element of any row (and hence of any column) cannot exceed
l — (•&-')«- • Thus the difference between the greatest
and least elements of any column cannot exceed ( --de. •
-13-
We shall show first that if , ^>x , ^>tz are the ranges
of P, , P2 , P, Pz respectively, then
i (J — .
let the elements of a given column of P he $0,,— c&j # For
our present purpose we can suppose without loss of generality
that
4 = fa, ,tt},
where pc - -6-, .... consider the range of P, b.
let (pi?- ,<*&] and [a(, he two rows of P, .
The difference between the corresponding two elements of P, h is
*. = («,-«:>*,
where a;. , ai are subject to
l| <U = <U = I and | <u - ai | 4 />, < i . (1)
Since any element of P( is such that
* I - (&->) 4 j
the greatest possible value of d occurs when
a, = l-U-Oe ,
and
~
- = ~ j
these values of ^ , a[ being consistent with (1) above. Then
ol= O-*&*.)&)
so that





/°ix 4 0 ~ "fcO
and pLyv) f the range of Pt>v , is such that
Thus if the are uniformly positive, P tends to a stable
matrix.
1.7. The case of a constant chain in which P is regular.
i.e. such that ^ exists and is stable, is exceptional
in that the convergence to stability is of a particular kind.
Thus if we denote by MckJ and a greatest element and a
(k/)least element respectively of a given column of P then, in
the constant case, it follows from the fact that P^ ,P = P.P
that
Mm. -5 Mm.) and w n ^ ^n+i }
that is, the sequence is monotonic decreasing and the
sequence fni*.} is monotonic increasing.
For a variable chain this is not always the case, as the
following simple example shows. Let
♦V




Then, for the first column Mto = 0 but = 1, and for the
second column m(I) » 1 but m^ = 0, We can, of course, give
similar examples in which zero elements do not appear and in
which P, and Pz are not stable, Howevc-r, the significant
fact, vital to a discussion of the tendency to stability, is
that, whatever the behaviour of the sequences f and [,
the sequence ^1H- ew} , i.e. the sequence of ranges of
corresponding columns of P ; is monotonia decreasing, in the
wide sense.
A second difference of the constant from the variable case
is that P ^ tends to stability if P > 0 for some finite r.
Thus suppose that P^> e>0. Then, from the inequality of 1,6
for ranges of products of positive stochastic matrices we have,
W -6"+Hir
on writing P = P , that
p(.p"> i y CP~) S jo ( f. pK"" i ^ 9\
where r) = 1 - ke < 1, whence the result follows on letting
(y»)
n ~j>oo , But in the variable case, if P > 0, we cannot dra¥/
the same conclusion, for suppose that Pc = I for i->v • This
remark, trivial though it is, does underline this fact, that we
cannot infer the stability of a variable chain, in general, from
a consideration of a finite number of products. An exception to
this is, of course, the case when we know that stability has been
achieved for some finite n.
—16—
1.8. For a "binomial chain we can give a more precise result
than the inequality of 1.6. We have already noted in 1.4 that,
with the notation of that section,
7,">z






It follov/s at once that
/°n = fifx .
Ihus a condition both necessary and sufficient for a
/ ft)
binomial chain P to tend to stability is that
^ ^






Thus the condition that fiiO is, in this case, sufficient
<L— V /
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to ensure that ^^—>0 , "but it is not necessary# Por, as we
have remarked in 1.4, the product of two trinomial matrices can
he stable even if neither of its factors is stable# If we take
P, and P-z. as in the example of 1.4, and P - I for i> 2
ot>
we have an example in which the condition i\ f>i ~ o is noti- \ /
</v>
satisfied although P tends to stability#
1#9, We can generalise a little the result of 1.6# If we




so that a sufficient condition for P to tend to a stable
matrix38 is that
^1 ^ as ^^ .
■Thus there is no need to require of the uniform positivity,
but in the variable case positivity in itself is not enough. An
example below in 1.10 illustrates this.
The sufficient condition above clearly fails if every Pj of
the chain contains a aero element, but a slight adaptation of the
proof shows that tends to aero if each has a positive
w This condition is equivalent to that of Hajnal, p. 72, that
» °, but it indicates the more rapid convergence
to stability. Both conditions fail if s-i~o for all i.
-18
column (not necessarily the same for each P^) and these columns
are uniformly positive, or satisfy the slightly more general con¬
dition corresponding to the condition immediately above* Thus
suppose for definiteness that c(f the first column of P, , is
positive and that c, > e, Then the greatest possible value of
is l-«- , and the greatest value of d consistent with
this assumption occurs when
i t /
& 1 — I _> ~ > Q z. ~ — CK. — O
Then
cL « (/ - ) -6-1
so that
JL <. C -*-*)/>* *
and likewise for any positive column of P, • Thus, if the P^
all have a positive column,
/O^ ^ (,-0\
and, in the more general case of positivity without uniformity,
Ov)
/=> 4- (/-*. )Ci-^x) o -<o ,
where e: is defined in the obvious way.









She Pi are not uniformly positive, "but ~ „ and .51 -> <*>
Cm.)
as ^ -> <=» so that /O —
(W>
Thus P tends to stability.
,0°But more than this? P tends to a definite limit. For
^/O (jO
Pi. is symmetric and so P is symmetric so that P tends to













for z • Then £i~~i and the are not uniformly positive.
& -L
Moreover c- < °* so that the sufficiency test for stability
(_wO
fails. In general we cannot conclude from this that P does
not tend to stability, but in the present binomial case we can












I-Iere we have the occurrence of a possibility that we have
/
not mentioned explicitly before, that of P tending to a







(_ L » O
Then — so that f> o „ as in Ex* 1, In fact, again
as in Ex* 1, P tends to a definite stable limit* To show
this we can use again the particular matrix transformation of
1.3.
Let











= TT 0 ~ - ) —> 0
<t = ~ -+ ( / ~ .Hn+l ^ n-H j T
+■
is stable for c ~ 3 , we take P » p a p » I*I i£
-21-
Clearly is nonotonic increasing for and so tends to
a positive limit, & say, which may be infinite so far as we can
say at present* Then






But, since P^ is a stochastic matrix, o<l<?\
IL0
P tends to a definite stable matrix.
so that
1.11. The convergence to stability is often more rapid than is
indicated by the bound of the inequality of 1.6, and we can give
a second inequality which is stronger in some cases and is particul¬
arly relevant to trinomial matrices. We have already proved, in
1.8, an exact result for binomial chains and mentioned the corres¬
ponding result for trinomial chains. The latter is a particular
case of the present more general result that:
for chains of order k, ^ .
Proof.
With the notation of 1.6 we have that
2, U'-a1) = <4
I - I
so that the greatest possible value of d occurs when I =y°
-22-
the first coefficients cci _ a( - ^ and the last
] coefficients - a/*-yo , and with the
coefficient remaining if 1c is odd equal to zero# Thus
If lO/ 4» must he sufficiently small for this inequality to
have any significance; and it is only of use in cases where the
general inequality of 1#6 is very obviously too rough or,
sometimes, if the Pcontain zero elements# But the present
inequality is always significant in the trinomial case, and it
is stronger in this case than the sufficient conditions of 1#6
and 1.9» for it can apply to cases where the are not positive
and generally gives a better, and never a worse^bound for Vix. •
1.12# After this discussion of the range of we can
prove the result mentioned at the end of 1#2, that if P > 0
then the root ?*-< of P is simple.
Proof.
Por all stochastic matrices there is a stable U associated
with a root ^-1 of P such that UP = U; the particular
consequence of positivity is that, by the inequality of 1#6, the




so that E is a matrix with row sums zero, whence
p2 ^ UP +-EP




p — 0 Ef
V/e introduce here the notation for fi?1') • Then if
fan
f° & » each element of a given column of P can he
written as <*•*, where l<x^| $ £^» It follows that each
element of EP~ does not exceed in modulus. Since e^-^o
as h--* oo , it follows that EPW'—> o So that P*—*• u . Thus
U is unique and hence 7t-l is a simple root if o.
Thus -i is a simple root, in particular, if P>0,
1,13, V/e can prove this result in another way, hy the use
in the k-dimensional case of the transformation we have used in
1,3 and 1,10, Let P = [?lSj and
H =
-i i














where <3 - (jz-w J ond tHi 7<j-
Let y be a root of Q and
for i,j = 2t...,.,k.
i "be an associated
column vector. Then
2*2^2. + -h i"*H -n~>
so that if ^ is the greatest of the in modulus
[V ^ |£ul + + \l«a\
$ C£ -1 )/o .
4*0
so thatP and suppose that y° —> o as oa
for *• > n-0 , say. Then since the roots of HPlf
Now consider
J# </ -L/° * n
are precisely those of P, and if the roots of P are
/.... , so that those of ^
follows that for n-u
^ -i of P is simple.
are
; ^ , it
, and hence tha.t the root
1.14. We have shown incidentally above that if y is a sub-
dominant root of P, i.e., a root of P greatest in modulus
apart from A -1 , then
(yt « .
25-
We can improve this inequality to
in * [Hi/5-
As in 1*11, the result is of significance, apart from the tri¬
nomial case, only for sufficiently small o , for we already
know that \^\ £ i •
We first note that if ^ - £"•>-- - is a row vector
associated with a root A +' of P, then u(+...4-u^-0 . For
u P - 7\ ^
so that
M., p,i 4-U2 o2i + + *6 J?*;. - C ; ) (1)
whence, on addition
u, + + * "A (^im+—• +^4)
so that, if A-^l *
+ + wi - o .
Suppose for definiteness that I I >\"*3. \,.... „ | ^ \ , and so
consider (l) in the case of i = 1# Using (2) we con write
(1) as
<-M (f>« ~p*, ; tUaCp.-p*; + -f = 7U,
or
+" + U. ^ ^
where
<*j = fj, - p«, _
-26'
Shus
I'M £ U.I + -- — - * \^(fc[ .
She choice of <* from 1, ...#♦,k is at our disposal, and the
problem is to choose it so as to minimise the right-hand side of
this inequality. It is equivalent to tillst we have k points
distributed in cone way over a range and wc have to find on
upper hound to the least of the suns of the distances of the k
points fron a chosen one of then# It is intuitive (and we could
give a formal proof without difficulty) that the upper hound
corresponds to the greatest spread of the points, that is, half
the points at one extreme of the range and half at tire other?
if the number of points is odd the position of the remaining
point is arbitrary# ' Shen the upper bound sought is »
and the result follows# In particular, (y|4for trinomial
matrices#
She coefficient [*ak3 in this inequality for the upper
bound of the suMominant root y of P certainly cannot be
improved for trinomial matrices, that is, there are trinomial
P for which {yi~^o # As an example consider
r
0-3 oz 0-s' "




for which jO » 0.4# So find the roots 1, ^3 of P
-27-








which is derived from P "by reducing the elements of the second
and third columns of P "by 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, are
1 - (0.2 + 0.5) = 0.3 and . The roots of Q are clearly
0.3, 0.3» -0.4, whence it follows that are 0.3, -0.4,




2*1. We now consider the special case of stability in which
(hJ
P tends not only to stability but to a definite stable matrix
independent of n.36 We have noticed already two examples of
such chains in 1»10, but these were rather special examples in
that, in both cases, P^ —> I as * The following
example is of a slightly more general kind*
Let





Thus Pw.~> T, a stable matrix, as <*•-> 00 • We shall show that
P I also.
In the particular case In which a = b, so that T =
the matrix P is doubly stochastic, i.e., not only each row
^ l
1 t
but also each column sums to unity. In this case we can give
a simple proof. For ~ ~ so that ->CK-» o as ^ > <*> ,
{w) iw.)
Thus P tends to stability and, since P also is doubly
(»!/)
stochastic, P tends to the limit T, the only stable
doubly stochastic matrix of order 2,
But this proof is not available in the more general case
of a f b, and we then proceed as follows* We have that
A^- ua , TA = (A--G-) A , AT, o
so that
* Sufficient conditions for this have been given by Ilajnal.
—29—
F»PX = r + iTA +
p, PzP3 r T + 3 TA 4 + X A3,
and, generally,
c . 3. ►V-Z -) >1-1 ApCtv) ■= T + Ca-<t) A ) i + ™ . +■ —- - + + £l_ J 4-Z K-Ck-I ) 3 n! J M!
■=; T +■ (a—(r)^ A + a."" A
try '.
where
I -3 1 A-2,
fr 3 4- -—. +






n+l «4I ^ (1)
so that
__ »2rJ -r - -L.t*- " w4' ~ P> + * " H + \
. ( *2±1 - 1 I— Y\-b t £ W J
I
~ »'i- (_K-f I }
> 0 '
Thus the sequence is monotonic decreasing for n^ 3, and
since ^.>0 for all n, ^ -» •£ >, o ; and it follows from
(1) that in fact Z-o » Since £ Jh\ -^>0 as n -> c* we have
the result that p'^ I,
-30
This last example can "be regarded as a particular instance
of a more general situation, that in which ^ P > 0 as
ipx)
11 06 , We should expect in such a case that P U, where TJ
is the stable limiting matrix associated with P, although
possibly only provided that the convergence of P^. to P is
not too slow# More generally, we should expect that if is
the stable limiting matrix associated X7ith P; * and if
(yd
U1 U, then P —> U, again perhaps with some restriction on
the slowness of convergence# We shall discuss these conjectures
in 2#7; but first we consider in more general terms conditions
/K>
that are necessary and conditions that are sufficient for P
to tend to a stable limit,
2#2# Theorem,
The following two conditions are necessary in order that
1*0
P S, a stable matrix independent of n:
(1) 0
(2) SP^ - 5 -fO.
Proof#
(1) We have merely to note that if
= S + Ew.
then, since S is stable,
p** =^ceo
and, since E^-^0, therefore />CEk) o .
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(2) Write
p°^ = S 4- Ev
for all n, so that (E*.l < £ for n >II, say.
Then
C*"*' } c P 4- F P
r = s' n+> Lm- "+1 ■
But
pfr*4"0 ~ S ± Evi+I
so that
\SK«-S 1 = |Ev,+, - E^R,*. \
< £ + *£-£ •
Hence the result#
These necessary conditions for the existence of a stable














and /° —w' O • Also if




TPC - T = ? 0~<0
so that -Ypc_-p o
a = b = 1/2.
CD
c -> oo , But P —> T only if
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The extreme nature of this example is evident; not only
are the Pi symmetric hut, much more significant, PC->I as
i ~f <*> , i.e., Pi tends to a decomposable matrix, a matrix
for which the root ' is not simple. We should expect
in a less particular case, say of P^—#- P > 0 or, more generally,
Pi. —> P which is regular, that SPl - S—>0 implies
P —> S; and this we shall show later, in 2.7, to he the case.
2.3. let ^>t., denote the range of P. PUl Pn . Then;
Theorem,
Each of the following sets of conditions is sufficient in
OO
order that P —> S, a fixed stable matrix;
(1) (i) oo,
£i 15-Rv - S I ■=■[<< oc
H =- I
(ii) —* o as k. —^ og , for all i j
or
(2) (i) ' SP„. - S —► 0 as co
(ii) /°CX) = l< < <*> , for all i .
Proof.
We prove (a) that each set of conditions implies that
SP —> S, and (h) that this in turn implies P —>S.
—(a)—Write
SPi - s =. f i .
Then
SP°* =■ S 4- F, 3
Sf** = SP2 4- F, Pz
- S f Fa. 4- F, p-a ■
5pt3> ~ S P3 +• Fifj Fppapi
-- SfF3 +-R.P3 4 Fi Pz P3 J
and, generally,
SP**- S * F,fLp3- p„ 4. Fap,... Pw + +F„-. P„ +FW.
Let \F^ i fc £ 1, and let P be any stochastic matrix of
order k and range . Then since each element of any given
column of P can be written in the form ^ +- , where
|£.| ^ ^ # and the row sums of F^ are sero,
| fi P i ^ x "^y° "■£'•
•Thus
|SPK-S i £ ^-6. I £\j°w +- £xj\z] + 4 j 4 ^"vv
- i f say.
We now prove that the conditions (1) imply that o •
Since 0 as h-?- <*s we can choose n, so large
^K) I p
that /oLi) < s for n > n, 5 and since =k < c* we can
00! p w='
choose n, so that . £| =ri -< £ for n > n, . Then, since
C= Wv r
^ «j (|< 4-t) t jor n ^nax J ^2. | . Hence the
result in this case; and the proof for (2) is identical except
-34-
that the roles of f and ^ are interchanged.
(h) let
f - ir<>- -
where p: is the mean of the extreme elements of the i
column of P , and Pc "be the stable matrix each of whose
rows is p. Then
|s P°° — Po I *
But, in tiie case of (1) or of (2), /°tK—?o as n —> , whence/
|£-P"° -Po | < £
for n ^ n, , say. Also
| P'H>- Po I « W*'
so that
P6 | < £
for n > nx » say. But, from (a),
| s pCM — S 1 < ^
for n > n3 , say. Thus, since
| PcnA- s I - |(PtK,-p0) 4 C PD - S PCK).) + (f pCKL
* IP^-Pol 4|SpCH;-p0\ 4 |SPtH,_<r)
^ 3 s
C* v*
for h ;>, max { h, j, ni;> h3 5 , it follows that P->S, Hence
the result .
Cf. Hajnal, Corollary 2, p. 71.
-35-
2.4. To illustrate these results, and to show that the two












-2 L, + '
( -1
-I I
Then and, since for "binomial stochastic matrices
& - o o-i * if follows that/-'fx ~ /y z
tH)
_ ^ I










whence it follows that condition (2)(ii) does not hold. But
(1) (ii) does hold; and so does (l)(i), for SP^ - S » 0 ?/ith





Ihen PL is stable for all i, and so conditions (1) (i) and
(2)(i) "both hold* Also, for any stable S,
SP i = P i
so that




-£ I -S->0, so condition (2)(i) holds. But | P j - S ( = f" ,
so that condition (l)(i) does not hold.
Thus there exist chains which satisfy either one of the two
sets of conditions but not the other, so that neither set of
conditions implies the other. That is, neither of the sets is
necessary in itself. But even taken jointly the occurrence of
<r
one of other of the sets of sufficient conditions is not
necessary. A simple example shows this: take P, =3 and
P{, = I. for i^2, In this case the Pl (apart from P, )
are not regular. But even if all the Py are regular the
conditions are not necessary, as the following example shows.
Example 3.
Let










which is not stable so that /°ca) -f> o as n —^ «j and con¬
dition (ii) of (1) and (2) fails. But if P, « T, any stable
(H>
matrix, then P—fS, a stable matrix, wilere
r










This last example illustrates one way in which the
sufficient conditions show themselves to be not necessary;







for i > 4 £
that section,
in Ex. 3 of 1,10. Then, with the notation of





Thus condition (l)(ii) holds; but (l)(i) does not, for
| SR. — S | = r- iU- l)
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and I 3 (as we can easily verify on noting that the leading
term of is the greater of the two in the first column, and
that it decreases monotonically as n increases), so that
oo,
Z-, [SPi- S i is divergent# On the other hand, IS ft -s | -> o as
i —?> oo so that (2) (i) holds; hut, as we shall now show, (2) (ii)
does not.
As a "binomial chain we have to consider the
behaviour, as n —> , of
= O-iX'-D 0-t) ♦ 0-3) C'-ft) + + 0-i).
Consider the last r terms of 1 . They are
i'-v t C'-iX'-*)* +(.-o 0-^,)
>('-£) +c-i - ~)+ * °_i" "
> t'-l) + c - g ) * + (' ~hWW)
•> -r 5 (fz+- £
3 -r -4"1 ^
~ ^ X
H - V +- »
>
for n sufficiently large. Since r can he as great as we
please, the result follows. #
Bromwich, p. 95,
2.5. These remarks illustrate once again the difficulty of
setting doY/n useful sets of conditions that are "both necessary
and sufficient. It is important to remark, that the set of
t/-*. » • S
conditions (2)(i'0 above is satisfied by chains that are ,posi¬
tive, or uniformly column positive; such chains, as we saw
in 1.6 and 1.9» tend to stability, and this condition, taken
in conjunction with the necessary condition (2)(i), is
sufficient in these cases to ensure the existence of a stable
limit. In fact, in these cases, the condition (2)(ii) is not
essentially different from the more simply expressed condition
^—> 0, as we now show.
Consider first the case of a binomial chain. Then, since
0 ^ l all i and = ,-o, <ox > we have that
<* <>> 2 '






for all n, and the equivalence of the two conditions follows.
Similarly, if the are uniformly positive, or uniformly
column positive, and of any order, we have that
jy* t*-) x n,




where ^ denotes /- l<e in the first case and l-c in the
secondf in the notation of 1.6 and 1.9.
We can therefore state the following.
-40-
Corollary»
If the are uniformly column positive and if there
exists a fixed stable S such that 3P^ - S —> 0 as n—?-<*>,
f u3
then P —> S as n —>• 00 *
Since for trinomial stochastic matrices ^y>z » a
slight adaptation of the argument shows that if a trinomial
chain is not column positive but is such that the ^oi satisfy
oi 1 1 then the same result holds.
2.6. We now, and for the two following sections, restrict
attention to the case in which all the Pi are regular. i.e.,
we suppose that U- = lim exists and is stable.
K-—>®
So far the various examples have been restricted, almost
without exception, to the binomial case, for the obvious
reason of the simplicity of calculation that results from the
multiplicative property of range peculiar to this case. This
restriction has prevented illustration of the fact that, although
in the binomial oase the product of regular matrices is regular
(this result was proved in 1.4), this may not be so in other
cases. As an example suppose that
«■> -
. . i 1
i 4
f, = . 1 1 -* X X
1 1





























which is not regular#
2#7# With this restriction of the P^_ to regular matrices we
can now prove the following theorem (which we shall afterwards
restate in a simpler form).
Theorem.
If (i) S?i~s->o as ^ ->
J
(ii) ^ for all i,
t
then U L S .
Proof.
Write
S*Pi = S + Fi
as in 2.3, so that
SP> _ s ^ F.P;.... fFiPi FF;
Then
-42-
iSFr-si < fc\E\x +?1+??+.... +r?l\
4 i I +/°i +/°LP?) +-- + fLpr>i
^ Ki'i j (•'* ^ <x££ y»-.
Thus# by (i),
isp-r- s | < €
for i > i,, say.
But
P,A = Ol Ar
Ov)
where K«, —? o as n —> <*> # since the are regular, so that
S?i « SuL +
CK>
— L' c + S K i/ ,
Since |<: £ for n>n,, say, it follows that
|S P* - Uc | < £
for n>n, • Thus
( i/i-s I r j (i/--Sp*) + - j i
^ jsPu — uc i t i sn-s \
£ 2 i for i > i-\ > v»-> .
It follows that U;->S.
-43-
We now consider condition (ii) of the theorem* It has
"been given in the form natural to the proof of the theorem
but, just as in our discussion of the corresponding condition
in 2.5, we can simplify it. In fact, we can remove it
altogether, for it is a consequence of the supposition that
the Pl are regular.
Suppose first that U^> 0, Then P > 0 for all r
sufficiently large, r > rof say, so that
pteDi n-
where e > 0 is the least element of • Then, since





and the result follows. If, however, IJ l is not positive, at
least one column of is positive for w~>v-0 $ say, ihe
result now follows as before on the use of 1.9, except that
now ^ ~ I ~ •
We can therefore restate the theorem in the following form,
and extend it slightly.
Theorem.
If all P^ are regular and SP<,~ S -» 0, then TJ L —y S.
Conversely, if S, then SP^ - S —> 0.
Proof
Write
$ s Ui +■ Mi.
where JIJ <2 for i>n, say# Then
SPi - (Ui fHOPi
- Uc 4- MCPc
_ §• _ ^ L V Hi Pe¬
so that
\S Pi - S | - ( HiPt — Ki \
< t for i > n.
This proves the converse. Hence the result.
2.8, The conditions of 2,3, apart from "being only sufficient
/ W,1)
conditions for the existence of a limit to P , suffer from
this weakness, that they do not define the limit (if it exists)
in terms of the Pi, • It is true that the condition
SPi - S —> 0 suggests, as we have remarked already in 2,1,
that the existence of S is related to the existence of a
limit of the sequence in the case of regular P3 and this
we have now proved in the case of Pi. which satisfy the con¬
dition (2)(ii) of 2,3. Thus, taking the latter theorem with
that of 2.3. we have, for sequences of regular Pi that satisfy
the condition, and so in particular for uniformly positive or
uniformly column positive stochastic matrices, the following
-45
Theorem.
If the P- are regular and satisfy the condition (2)(ii)
of 2.3 then a necessary and sufficient condition for the exist¬
ence of 11m is the existence of 11m U; ; and the two
h—^06 i 06
limits are then equal.
We note that the example of 2.6 illustrates the fact that
even the condition U I U is not sufficient in itself to
0v) u,
ensure that P -> U. For we have only to consider (P,P,)
As a corollary to the above theorem we have the
Theorem:




Since the Pi, are uniformly positive, and so satisfy the
condition (2)(ii) for i sufficiently large, we have merely
to verify that IT in this case. For a binomial chain
this is immediate; for if
Pi =
"Li j^i
















But in general we cannot express U: so simply in terms of
the elements of Pl j uc is the solution of the set of
consistent equations
U. Pi — ^ - o
as given "by Cramer's rule in terms of the cofactors of Pi - I
and normalised so that ^ ^ - 1 • How consider the variation
in the value of a eofactor when one of its elements is changed
"by €. • All elements of the eofactor lie between -1 and 1 ;
so the greatest value of a cofactor of it (which is a determin¬
ant of order k - 2) is certainly bounded by (k - 2)'. = K,
say, at very most* It follows that the variation in value of
the cofactor cannot exceed K\ei numerically* Since, what¬
ever the variation, all elements remain between -1 and 1 it
a
follows that' if each of the (k - 1) elements of the cofactor
vary by not more than £ , then the resultant variation in the
value of the cofactor is not more than (k - 1 )°~ w How
interpret £ throughout as the respective elements of Pi, - P.
Phen since by supposition £ o as i —> , it follows that
U i IT* Hence the result*
We notice that, since P > 0, there is eertainly no
restriction on the speed.of convergence# She question whether
or not there is a restriction for regular P that are not positive
-47-
is at present open, and this we now consider# Suppose, there¬
fore, that P is regular# Then, just as above, TT^ —> U5 we
have to verify that, in addition, (2)(ii) is satisfied# Let
| -P, and consider the possible difference between
P, P^ and P2" » We see at once that this difference is
bounded numerically by 3ke , and likewise that the difference
(pca> - p*| is bounded by 3 ? Take n so large that at
least one column of P* is positive, greater than £ say;
this choice is certainly possible since P is regular# How
£choose i so large, i> iD say, that IPc-PI < \ •
Then the corresponding column of P:0^h_ is also
positive, and it follows by arguments similar to those used
previously that (2)(ii) is satisfied# We have, therefore, as
a corollary to the theorem above the following
Theorem#
tVOIf P is regular and Pj,—> P, then P —> IT.
2#9# Our statement of sufficient conditions, in 2#3, for
the existence of S = lim Ptkv) follows naturally from theA-^o4
known necessary condition that SP^- S —v 0 as n —, We
can, however, state the conditions in a form that appears to be
slightly more general# We replace condition l(i) by l(i») below
and have the fallowing
x These bounds are very rough, but sufficient#
-48-
Theorem.
The two conditions "below are sufficient in order that
C*v)
P —>• S, a fixed stable matrixj
(i») There exists a sequence of stable matrices such
that S£~> S as i —> ^ and ^ |£c.( p- - sK- l < ^ ^
OO 1
(ii) f°Lc, —> 0 as n—><*>, for all i#
Proof.
The proof is almost identical ?/ith that of 2# 3. We now
define S-.( P' -S' = and Sc = I. Then, just as before,
we have that
PCI°- SK ~ F*. + F,.( PK +- F^-1 Ph-I PK + + F' ^ PH .
The convergence to sero of the series on the right follo\7s just
as before# Finally, writing
P** - S* - (P^- s ) 4- is-
it follows that
PW —* S .
This theorem is a slightly more general form of a known
54* CiV?theorem in tliat the condition ,<0^ —as n —> is implied
by JT C'--€c ) - o but not conversely, except in the binomial
►v St, •
case #
The condition (i') above is apparently more general than the
corresponding condition of 2.3 only if J?' (Sq-sj = c*>. For,
- C*Pt-0 + ) *-(&-«-*) 1%
36 Hajnal, pp, 69-71.
I
we have that, if ^ I£«.'- ■£! <-<* then ISV-. ?i — Si I < <*
if ancl only if 1S Pi- — s \ < .
L~ i
She condition (2)(i) of 2#3 is unchanged by the
present replacement of S "by This follows at once from
(*-) above.
2*10. We now return to the consideration of the existence
(H)
of lim 1 and consider the case in which P^.-* I as
K—
n —> ot , i.e., a case in which P*, tends to a (particular)
decomposable limit. In the light of the examples of 1.10 it
is perhaps reasonable to conjecture that if I then Ptu°
tends to a limit, stable or otherwise. This result, however,
is not generally true, even in the binomial case.
We first prove that the result is true for one particular
class of binomial stochastic matrices, that of symmetric
matrices# Examples 1 and 2 of 1,10 are instances of
this case.
Suppose that
Then each diagonal element of P^ Pj is
(/-Ac )0- «j ) + aj
=: | — t-Aj ) +■ 2ac ,
which is not greater than 1 - a • if «j'0-2a0 >- o • If
Pft -> I then a^, ^ 2 for sufficiently large i whence,
in particular, the diagonal elements of PjP«>» do not exceed
those of P^, . By a repetition of this argument we see that
the sequence of diagonal elements of the successive Pj ,
P'P,,+I , P:P,,+( P,:+2.^ .... is monotonic decreasing and, since it
is hounded, tends to a limit. It follows that the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix sequence also tend to a limit, and the
result follows.
But if we drop the condition that the matrices he




however small or <pp may fee# provided that <fn >0 • We
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notice that AB = B and BA = A. A counter-example con now
"be constructed roughly as follows. Each P,; is either on X*
• Por the first n, P,;or a Yp for some choice of ,
choose a sequence of X, so that Pv" approximates to A ;
for the next Pb choose a sequence of Y2 so that P
approximates to B; for the next n3 Pb choose a sequence
of Xj so that P approximates to A ; and so on, the
(_H I
value of P oscillating roughly "between the bounds A and
B, so that P does not tend to a limit.
To make this argument precise, suppose that, given £ > o ^






and n z is chosen sufficiently large to
>?,+i P1
ir I - ~(r
f' l-^r'
= B
where ir < £ . Then we find that A°B° differs from B°
by not more than Z ; and similarly for a product B°A°. Each
n b of the sequence n,, nx, ni5... is finite, and the sequence
itself can be continued indefinitely. It remains only to choose,
as we can, the sequences $, , &s , and , cf cpk f.
such that 4^ tend to zero with r, and the example
is complete.
(*■>
Conversely, suppose that P tends to a non-stable limit.
-52-
Then, certainly for a chain of order k 3 it does not
necessarily follow that P*, I, For example, if
Rv =
T
where T is stable, then P = P for all n, and P is not
stable. However, in the binomial case the existence of a non¬








K, -> [".J or [;■]■
We can exclude the second possibility by a direct argument.
CH*)
Suppose that the first row of P is £*;>i-oi3 and the first
column of P^+( is <-</> } , where #:> f can be as small
as we please if n is sufficiently large. The element in pCK4°
that corresponds to <*. differs from by
[ <*(0 ~ O + (j~oOCi ~ I
_ ( ( -1<* + ot (e + <f>) - $> \ <
-5*3 -54-
Unless 1-a.oc-o this difference cannot "be made arbitrarily
small, and it follows that P^does not tend to a limit
unless <* = "h. ; and likewise for the other diagonal element.





which is stable. Hence if P tends to a non-stable limit
2.11. We have seen that only under special conditions does
(K.)
!!,„ = P tend to a limit as n —> c* 5 we have cited some
sufficient conditions (in 2.3 and 2.9) and, in some cases,
conditions both sufficient and necessary (in 2.8). We now
consider whether or not the limit exists if we widen our
definition of convergence and consider the behaviour as n > 00
of the more general
{ u< +" + - " +- | (1)
We know, by the consistency theorem of Cesaro sumnability,
that if U = lim IJ^ exists then so does Y = lim Y^ , We also
H,
know that in the constant case of P- = P for all i , then V
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exists for all P# A proof of this is as follows35# Firstly,
Y^ is itself a stochastic matrix for all n so that its
elements are positive (or aero) and "bounded above by 1.
Consider a sequence of corresponding elements of the sequence
Sv4 • Since this sequence is bounded it has at least one
point of accumulation, by the Bolsano-Weierstrass theorem, and
likewise, by the extension of this theorem to space of kz
dimensions, we have the corresponding result that the sequence
has at least one 'point* of accumulation^ V say• To
establish our result we have to show that \Y^} has no other
point of accumulation# So prove this we notice that \y*,\
includes a subsequence having Y as its limit# Then,
for each m ,
PVK; - VKiP = V..
so that, on taking the limit as n —> ,
PV = VP - V .
It folloT/s that
pvV = V pr = V (2)
for all integral r# How suppose that there exists , a
subsequence of \y^] having a limit W distinct from V.
Then, for each , we have from (1) and (2) that
VW„ r W^V ~V
» See Doob, p» 175. Cf. Frechet, p. 109#
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given in 1.2 we see that the first superdiagonal of con¬
tains terms of modulus n, that is, contains terms of unbounded
-i
modulus. But since the elements of H and H are of fixed
finite modulus and the elements of the stochastic matrix Ptl/
do not exceed unity in modulus, this leads to a contradiction,
and the result is established.
She Cesaro summability now follows at once, let
WPH - j ^ Kr jf
where p>c1 = 1, 1, for 1 i ^ r and the "block matrices
Kj are associated with roots for which (< 1. Since
X + —- +**{, —► — as n it follows that
I—i.
^
lim H(P + ?z +.,,..+?k)H exists, and the resiilt follows56.
We now consider the question whether or not the correspond¬
ing result is true in the variable case, i.e., we consider the
existence of
v_- fr. Mp» + p<*>+ + p<~]
K.—^o» K—oC 1
fhe following example shows that this limit does not always
exist. Consider the two binomial stochastic matrices
I* and ~ =
(K)
Then if each Pc is either I or J , so is each P ; for
j:z= s IJ~ = XT - T } J~x~ X .
as A somewhat similar proof, due to D.C-, Kendall, is given by
Bartlett, p. 32.
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It follows, further, that by a suitable choice of P*, we can
ensure that Pc^ is either I or J as desired. The necessary
and sufficient condition that 11m Y ^ shall exist is that
lim shall exist, where n, is the number of choices of
I among pj" P*' ; and clearly this limit may not exist.
C« £aJ CiJ
For example, suppose that P is I , P and P are <T , so
. (if.) (iTJ
that K,f^ at this stage is f P, P and P are I, so
K . -5 C1) 11X) j.,
that '/vv is /3 , P ,.,..fP are J , so that is /$ ,
CI3) (*«) <M/ ->
P P are I, so that !w is j3 , and so on so that
the successive values of *■'/*, (n ^ 2) oscillate between the bounds
■j and % •
V /'H/1
The Cesaro limit may not exist even if p —y 0. We can show
this by a slight modification of the preceding example. We re¬
place I and J by two distinct stable matrices A and B,
Then
A*" = A, A3 = B, BA=A and B = B ,
and it follows that by a suitable choice of P^ , either as A
cs
or as B, we can ensure that P is either A or B as
desired. The rest of the proof now follows as before on the
replacement of I and J by A and B respectively.
CHAPTER 3.
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3.1. We now leave the consideration of and turn to
the study of the frequency of occurrence of a given state.
We shall show that the relative frequency of the occurrence
of any given state in n stages tends to he normally dis¬
tributed as n —> oo ,
We consider first the binomial and constant case in which
there are two states, EQ and E^, and such that the occurrence
of Eq ('failure') or ('success') results in the addition
of 0 or 1 respectively to the score. In this case of a
constant chain, with initial probability distribution [ZDyf°)
say, the probability generating function (p.g.f.) of the dis¬
tribution after n trials is
where
Pit)
We wish to study the ultimate distribution of , where
is the number of successes, or score, after n trials.
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3.2. It is interesting to have at hand some numerical
examples of such probability distributions and to observe
in them the tendency of the (discrete) probability distribu¬
tion to approximate more and more closely to a (continuous)
normal distribution*
We shall give some numerical examples of such distribu¬
tions to show the way in which the distribution, and the rate
of convergence to a limiting distribution, depend upon the
parameters n and , and also upon the initial dis¬
tribution.
Suppose first that
so that S - 0,6, and that the initial distribution is
[o,5» 0,5] • This is a case of complete symmetry; at every
stage and always the probability of m successes is equal to
the probability of m failures. Thus the probability dis¬
tribution is symmetric, and skewness does not appear in this
case. This simplification makes the example the more useful
for the study of (i) the forms of the distributions of xn
for successive values of n, and (ii) the limiting form of
the distribution about the mean of x^n.
Evidently a sufficient condition for the existence of a
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limiting non-zero variance of the distribution of (ii) is
that the increments to the variance of the distributions of
(i) for successive values of n shall tend to a non-zero
limit.
The successive probability distributions and variance
increments are listed below, in Tables 1 and 2 at the end of
this chapter. They were found by direct computation of the
p.g.f's for successive n, using a desk hand-operated cal¬
culating machine and rounding off the entries to 5 places of
decimals at alternate stages. The probability distributions
as given may, therefore, be in error by a unit in the final
decimal place and the variance increments in the third
decimal place? but these errors, if they occur, do not
affect the general validity of the conclusions.
At first the distribution is U-shaped, but soon a low
crest rises from the centre of the trough. As n increases
the crest becomes more pronounced; steadily the peaks at the
extremities of the range fall relatively to the crest until,
as the process develops, they lie below it. At this stage
the curve approximating to the distribution still has two
hollow troughs; but these, too, disappear as the extremities
fall still farther. The shape of the curve is then that of
an inverted U or, more exactly, of a bell, which is the
shape characteristic of an approximation to the normal curve.
We have to find the means in calculating the variances,
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and we find that the successive increments to the mean on
passing from one stage to the next are constant, and equal
to 0.5. This is a result of the symmetry and what we
should expect, for the score increments consequent on
success and failure are 1 and 0 respectively,
The apparent convergence of the sequence of Axa.z ,
the successive increments to the variance, is evident. If,
as a first approximation, we judge from the last three in¬
crements that the successive increments decrease in geometric¬
al progression with common ratio a/s we estimate the limit to
he 1.001. In fact it follows from the theory of 4.6 that
the limit is 1.000.
We now consider the effect of a change of the initial
distribution from [o.5, 0.5 J to [.0,7, 0.5 J . This
change destroys the symmetry of the successive probability
distributions; these are shown below in Table 3, They were
calculated in the same way as before, but the calculations were
made more lengthy by the loss of symmetry.
Apart from this lack of symmetry the curves approximat¬
ing to the successive probability distributions show the same
trend as before. A curve of distorted U shape gives place
to a curve with a central crest lying between two troughs.
The extremities fall relatively to the crest and in consequence
one of the troughs disappears. At the stage to which we have
taken the calculations the second trough is still present but
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is about to disappear; the calculation of a few probabilities
of the distribution at the next stage shows that the trough
does then disappear. Apart from skewness the approximating
probability curve is now of the same type as that of the
preceding example.
Finally we consider the effect of the further, and most
extreme, change in the initial distribution, to £l,,~}.
This change increases the asymmetry, but once again we see,
from Table 4» that the asymmetry becomes less with increasing
n. At first the approximating probability curve is J-shaped
but with increasing n the steepness of the central part of
the curve lessens and the curve comes to have one crest and
one trough. This is the general form of a curve at one stage
of the preceding example and we are led to assume that the
general development of the successive curves now proceeds
in essentially the same way as there.
To sum up, this sequence of examples leads us to believe
that, whatever the initial distribution, the curve approxi¬
mating to the discrete probability distribution tends, as n
increases, to be unimodal and bell-shaped, that asymmetry (if
present) tends to disappear, and that the variance of the
distribution of xn/n about the mean tends to a finite limit.
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3# 3. In the examples above P is symmetric, but the
introduction of asymmetry through the use of a more general
P produces an effect not essentially different from that pro¬
duced above by a change of initial probability distribution,
The following example, in which
and the initial probability distribution is [l, •] illus¬
trates this# Also, in this case $ = 0#3 as compared with
the previous 0#6, and we observe the effect of this differ¬
ence on the convergence to a limit of the successive incre¬
ments to the variance# Further, we calculate the third
moment yU3 and hence yU3j> a measure of the skewness, of
the distributions for successive values of n#
The probability distributions are given in Table 5 below#
The approximating frequency curves are bell-shaped, though
distorted, even for small values of n* A comparison of the
nature of these curves with those of the third of those of
the preceding set in which the initial distribution was
as here — or, in fact, with the curves in the other cases —
shows clearly the steadying effect of the smaller S *
The effect shows again in a comparison of the sequences-
-G5<
of variance increments, given in Table 6. Despite the
presence of asymmetry these increments are now essentially
constant to 3 decimal places even for n = 6 .
In the calculation of successive ^3, it was necessary
to retain 6 decimal places in the probability distributions.
We see in Table 6 that the skewness, at first positive,
decreases to zero and then becomes negative and is most
negative at the point where we have left the calculations.
But consideration of the sequence, or a graph, indicates a
tendency to return towards zero -with increasing n» The
result of 3«6 of this chapter shows that, in fact, the
skewness does converge to zero.
3.4* In the preceding section the value of S for the
P in question was positive. Certain difficulties appear when
we study an example in which £ is negative.
We consider a symmetric case corresponding to the first




so that S = -0.6, and initial probability distribution
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[0.5, 0. 5 J • In this case success and failure tend to
alternate, so we expect to find that the probability dis¬
tribution of the score is bunched closely about a central
mean. The probability distributions for successive values
of n, found as before, are shown below in Table 7.
The probability curves are symmetric and be11-shaped
throughout, and closely bunched about the mean* But the
successive increments to the variance given in Table 8, do
not tend monotonlcally to a limit5 they oscillate. If we
take alternative increments we have the two subsequences
0*130 ; 0*087 | 0*071 ; 0*066 ; ......
and
-0-050 ; 0-022 j 0.048 j 0-057 ; 0.066 ;
each of which shows a tendency to convergence to some limit,
and possibly to the same limit. In fact later theory will
show that this is the case, and that the common limit is
0.0625. We notice also that the rate of convergence appears
to be slower than in the previous corresponding case.
We should expect that asymmetry, if introduced by the
choice of an initial probability distribution other than
[0.5, 0,5] , would tend to disappear in the same manner
as in the preceding section.
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We notice further that, In the second sequence of in¬
crements above, the first increment is negative. Thus there
a decrease of the variance with increase in n . This
event could not occur in the case of a sum of independent
variables where the variance of the sum is the sum of the
variances of the terms of the sum, and in 4*11 we shall
comment further on the possibility of its occurrence for a
sum of dependent variables.
3.5o It is not difficult to find directly the mean score
in the constant binomial case. The mean after n trials is
if the initial distribution is [fa, 5 for the mean of a sum
of random variables, independent or not, is the sum of the
$
means.
If P is regular, P —> TJ, so that














x*. -I tof+ r»f>ipfS
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which is independent of the initial probability distribu¬
tion feo, po] .
If the initial distribution is the probability vector
w associated with the root 7i -1 of P , i#e# if
w =p+J, [iS p] , then the mean after n trials is
for all n. If, further, P is symmetric, so that
u-s. £o-b~j OS"} and f>~^0-S) then ■xh,-fhj for all
n • Shis was the case in the symmetric examples of the pre¬
ceding sections#
3.6# In the case of a constant chain we are able, as in
l#ls to make use of canonical matrix theory, and this we now
do *} but we shall have to replace this powerful, but limited,
method by another when we come extend the results to the—
» Of. Uspensky, pp» 297-301.
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variable case.
We consider tlie distribution of ^ , but first
•change the origin' so that •success' results in the addition
of ljto the score and 'failure' results in the
addition of -p/it'fp) • asymptotic value of the mean,
given for score increments 1 and 0 in the preceding
section, is then sero.
If the initial probability distribution is ^y>} |=>© J ,






The roots of P(t) are given by
4 d i.'+f> ~
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— E. 0c t' ik 1 / *k
i.e. 2+? ^ +" (-*r ~T&) r+~P •*- ~ o (1)
She roots are expressible as power series in ^h, •
2o a first approximation they are 1 and - c><£ ,
i.e., 1 and p'-p - £ .
k
Since lg| < l » & — o t &&& we shall need a
closer approximation only to the root approximating to unity.
So find a second approximation to it put 7k - I t —• in
(1) and retain only terms Q(yC' ) » get
(< +SJ - 0 + 1)1 i+r' + £C - §Z +&L )]2. r 2'4-p
+- (p'-F ) I 1 f —f - ^ - ° j
^ -
- a<-r') +■ if + {f'-r )Ls!-r>*"L t'-r ^Vr .
- 0
She coefficient of fc<v is aero, because
,« „tQ<
ft-fi + vr-pAi p> r fp't' -p^'-pp^
= pt-l-p) pCi-f*) -ff/
~ 0
Hence
& * 0 .
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This merely confirms the value found previously for the mean.




since the terms 0 (n ) cancel*
Thus
^ - i C*hO + i ) 1 =ojK H.
4-hVrl - i -if-f? I 3
(5 + f;
t 1 x' +-r 13 - - f*' Cs+t') •
It will follow that the variance of the distribution of
k/vAv is given by
^ , ri'u+po ,
which is non-zero since P > 0 •
Column vectors associated with the roots approximating to
> 7
I ; S are ] md fv] to the first order (which is
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all we need here) so that, on replacing of the
preceding work by fc/<rvw we have that <&»(!=; ?> 4>(fc)
as n -> co f where is the c.f. of the distribution












which is independent of the initial distribution. Thus the
distribution of tends, for all initial distributions,
to a normal distribution, and the proof is complete8.
91 The theorem is proved similarly by the use of matrix
theory for a chain with k states in Aitken; but
in this general case no simple expression for the
variance can be given, and a separate discussion
of the positivlty of the variance is needed. Bee
7.5 and the references there.
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3.7. Phe variance of the limiting distribution is
F"*- and this allows us to calculate the liait-
ing values of the increments to the variance that we have
already quoted in 3.1. We notice again, as before in the
vt_
examples of 3.1, the effect of dependence : although P -> U,
the limiting distribution of differs from that of a
sequence of independent trials with probabilities of success
and failure proportional to q*, p , for the variance of the
independent case is now multiplied by a factor
- i - p - 1 v 5
/-p't-f '~s
which is unity only if S - o , i.e. only if successive
trials are, in fact, independent. We notice that this factor
can take any value between 0 and 00 , these bounds being
given by £--• and £-1 respectively, and so correspond
to the (non-regular) matrices
['■'•I and
She first of these matrices corresponds to the case in
which successes and failures occur alternately, the first
trial being assigned arbitrarily either as success or failure,
so that the score after n trials is either jjj^J or jj^j +1 j
i,
from, which it is evident that cr —> o whatever the
-74-
of the initial trial.
The second of the matrices corresponds to the case in
which the result of n trials consists entirely of n
successes or entirely of n failures? and which of the two
possibilities in fact occurs depends on the initial distribu¬




If we make the restriction as in 3.6 above that P be
positive, P ^ e say, then the least possible, and greatest
possible, values of the variance occur when P = P, and'
P = P2. respectively, where
This is easy to see intuitively and not difficult to prove,
for we gan write
where £ = p' - p, so that the least value of (p* -£)(1 - p* ),
subject to the restriction mentioned, occurs when p' = 1 - e
or £ + e. Then
and




and the least value occurs when 0 , which is now necessarily
non-positivef is as negative as possible, i,e# - S « 1 - 2ef
so that P is Pf above. The corresponding result for the





























































































n 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9






0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1. 0.56 0.20 0.24
2. 0.488 0.188 0.172 0.192
3. 0.3584 0.1723 0.1680 0.1472 0.1536
4. 0.28672 0.15616 0.15934 0.14896 0.12544 0.12288
5. 0.22938 0.13926 0.14912 0.14624 0.13120 0.10650 0.09830
6. 0.18350 0.12238 0.13701 0.14039
•
0.13253 0.11439 0.09011 0.07864
7. 0.14630 0.10748 0.12442 0.13243 0.13068 0.11920 0.10003 0.07593 0.06288
8. 0.11744 0.09332 0.11178 0.12326 0.12629 0.12035 0.10654 0.08679 0.06393 0.05030
9. 0.09392 0.08056 0.09966 0.11336 0.12010 0.11894 0.11000 0.09453 0.07502 0.05362 0.04024
10. 0.07514 0.06914 0.08814 0.10334 0.11235 0.11545 0.11091 0.09976 O.O8360 0.06457 0.04491 0.03219






3 1+ 5 6
1 0.8 0.2
•
2 0.61+ 0.20 0.16
3 0.512 0.192 0.168 0.128
1+ 0.1+098 0.1792 0.1680 0.11+08 0.1021+
5 0.32768 0.16381+ 0.16256 0.11+621+ 0.11776 0.03192
6 0.26211+ 0.11+71+6 0.15360 0.11+621+ 0.12672 0.09830 0.06551+
TABLE 5.
\
0 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.6 0.1+
2 0.36 0.36 0.28
3 0.216 0.288 0.300 0.196
* 0.1296 0.2160 0.2736 0.21+36 0.1372
5 0.07776 0.15552 0.22896 0.21+768 0.191+01+ 0.09601+
6 0.01+666 0.10886 0.1811+1+ 0.22680 0.21672 0.15229 0.06723
7 0.02799 0.071+65 0.1381+1 0.191+1+0 0.211+1+9 0.181+87 0.11813 0.01+706
8 0.01679 0.05039 0.10265 0.15910 0.19673 0.19601+ 0.151+60 0.09076 0.03291+
9 0.01008 0.03359 0.0 71*1+6 0.12579 0.17109 0.19099 0.171+53 0.12723 0.06918 0.02306





0.1+39 0.1+52 0.1+53 0.1+56 0.1+55 0.1+55 0.1+55 0.1+55
yUj / ^
Ur
0.1+07 0.11+1+ 0.010 -0.057 -0.108 -0.120 -0.121
TABLE 7.
\
0 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. 0.1 0.8 0.1
2. 0.02 0.1+8 0.1+8 0.02
3. 0.001+ 0.160 0.672 0.160 0.001+
i+. 0.0008 0.01+1+8 0.1+5^+1+ 0.1+5U1+ 0.01+1+8 0.0008
5. 0.00016 0.01152 0.19531+ 0.581+96 0.19581+ 0.01152 0.00016
6. 0.00003 0.00282 0.06835 0.1+2880 0.1+2880 0.06835 0.00282 0.00003
7. 0.00001 0.00066 0.02115 0.21693 0.52250 0.21693 0.02115 0.00066 0.00001
8. 0.00000 0.00015 0.00605 0.08863 0.1+0517 0.1+0517 ,.08863 0.00605 0.00015 0.00000
9. 0.00000 0.00001+ 0.00163 0.03163 0.22891 0.1+7558 0.22891
■
0.03163 0.00163 0.00001+ 0.00000
TABLE 8.











4.1» We now extend the result of 3*6 to the case of a
•variable chain. To do this we need to consider first the
mean. Y/e have already found the asymptotic value of the mean
in the constant case; we now find the value of the mean for
any value of n for either a constant or a variable chain.
Just as in 3*5 we know that, if the initial distribution
is [I, - 3 ,
p'" t-p"'* * p""j [',]. a)
But now does not, in general, tend to a limit as
n -> co ; except in a few particular cases P0^ tends to a
stable matrix but one dependent on n. We discuss the value
of x^ in this simple case by a method that we shall use
later to discuss the higher moments of the distribution:
we find the increment^ to x"c on transition from the
"f*Vi
stage to the (i + 1) and then sum these increments to





is added to the right-hand side of (1), and this term is the







Tiie element sought is
ii p2 + Pfz'
= t'-pOp* * p« (p^tso
=• pZ +• pi ^
(V>
and it follows that the corresponding tern in P is
p, + pt-i ^ +■ pL-z Si-1 h i + + pi £2 S3 £«- •
Thus, on summation,
Xn. ~ J>u, + Pn-< +" pH-Z (. I ■*" £*-• + +---•
f pt C ' *" £3 + — t S3... )
In the particular case of a constant chain the incre-
aent above "becomes
r* ,,*• /-i t-~ 1




*- - /^S I1' "s ) + 0-sJJ> + .... V (I - S




We can prove the result also "by use of the HPII









since [l • is unchanged "by post-multiplication "by H
-i
and f is unchanged on premultiplication "by H« IThe
result now follows at once*
If we take the initial score distribution as £* O
instead of [' O v;e have for the increment to yTi the
element in the (2, 2) position of P • Since biz = bid*
for binomial matrices it follows that this increment is
pi + pi-t Si 4- pi-z Si~t Si + + p( -- Si + S i <^a . -. St.
Ihe effect of this is to add to the value of x~^ already
found for initial probability distribution [l -la term
i" SS2 + --- + S,
which* in the constant case* becomes
So-s*>
/- s
so that ^vv —^ /_ g as before.
By combining these two results we see that the increment
to if the initial distribution is is
pi + pc-i Si + • + pi Sx ■ ■ ■ S c 4- po S( Si • —• <£s i .
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It follows that the increment to the mean, and the mean, tend
to independence of the initial distribution.
In the particular case of complete symmetry, in which
each is symmetric so that ~ U~ $i ) and the initial
distribution is we can verify that the formula
above for the increment gives a constant increment of 0,5
for all i# This result is evident otherwise#
4.2. The matrix proof of the normal law in the constant
case was based on the use of the c.f#; and we use likewise
the c.f# of the distribution in the extension of the result











We wish to study the distribution of the score about the
mean; and here we encounter the first difficulty resultant
on the generalisation to a variable chain: the mean varies
from stage to stage and, moreover, does not generally tend
to a limit. We have no alternative, therefore, to the making
of a separate change of origin at each stage.
We illustrate the process of formation of successive
, where is the c,f, of the distribution of
score after n trials about the mean, by reference to a
particular numerical constant case, that of 3,3„ We have
- 0- b + o- 4.
<£t(b) is got from this by multiplying (r{ (t) by
since the mean at this stage is 0,4, whence
4 ,(fc) ~ O'U
_ C-H <Jc Obi*:
+ 0
The mean at the nest stage is 0,92 , so that
and, generally,
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4«3» We have already found a formula for in terms
of the elements of the matrices Pj , and hence the result
above allows us to calculate 4b.lfc) any particular n.





for m = 2, , It is no more difficult to evaluate
the successive ^(fc) themselves, and this we do by noting
the recurrence relation between 4^^ 311(1 successor
Lb) "
To this end it is convenient to transform P f-c^) •
J
We replace by HP^-e^) H , where
Then
H = ; J and -(H = I I
it - • c
, 7
ict) = i [, o « ^ rrr







<fUf=> = [«„«=> ,
we have that
4>K (b) - \(t)-
To study the successive , therefore, is to study the
sequence of vectors
> pjct'3 i
and for this sequence we have the recurrence relation
v Qj+, o*).= e_Axj
We have already a formula for the increment to the mean Ax; ,
and so we can calculate the successively*
4»4* We illustrate the process in our present particular
case*
(i) <*, = -e. £1.3
O'lo + O'f «• i*r O'lf*, ot
-0-3 +0-3£ufc 0-34^
n [ (?-b t 0-4-^ , 0 "4- ]
- [ I + 0-li+c ± O.-0I+&D (ct)3
2-' 3 '■
0-t+ +- 0-2.it. +- 0■ 4
2< «3 >
Thus Wj = 0.240 and = 0.0480 .
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(ii) At the second stage the increment to the mean is
0.52, so that
_ OSZ Ur







o{x - 1 4 0433k (5*2* ^ 0-£>Y2-S'7k 6*^ + .
3
0-5"2 4 0-32.lt, ti-fc) f 0-3|Ukh-S C^> +.
2-' ]•
Thus /Uz= 0.6336 and yt<3 = 0.072576, which values check
with those calculated directly from the probability dis¬
tribution given in 3.5.





I 4 0-4(4) 4-0-l+(i£? +-•- ) 0-I+ -h 0-L+ (<*> +0 ^4fc> 4..-.
ATi
0-2 0*° 4-0-3 + , o-3 4-0-3 (^) -f-o-3 I■* Tl * 2 1
<fc(b) =■ J / - 0-6-3T»C^) +- f-3o 1{3b (<*)\ £
3-1
| i 4- (Or) [0-4 + (o-3 )L0-£T2)j 4 £e-4 4 0-t>334> 4(0 *"2. X 0-33 42 (o-3|2t
— (_( — 0-5~&i (4) f 0• 3o'r/ 3 6 )t_ I 4 o • <ryc (4) + I'382$)o f - -.—)2*
\2
2!
_ | t 0*>*T / 3^6% - 2 4 0-3oHI3b J *
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Z, "I
_ | + [ | -3SZi>~l> - (O iTiTb) J + -•
= | 4-I-(*>X +.. .
3-'.
Thus ta 1.073424, as already found by direct calculation
from the probability distribution.
4.5. We have set out above the working involved in the
calculation of the successive yUx in some detail because it
serves as a numerical illustration of our present consider¬
ation of the increments to at each stage in the general
case. We shall consider first a constant binomial chain and
use a method that is immediately extensible to the corres¬
ponding variable case. Notice that, as we are dealing with
dependent variables, we have no direct method of calculating
/ *o
UT » the variance of the score distribution after n
/ z
trials, corresponding to that used for calculating x^ in
CK)
4.1. An expression for is found later.
The elements of the vector °\S above
are power series in (it); and, since <xj(fc> is the c.f. of
a distribution with its mean as origin, has no term
in (it). Let us suppose that






Then, if for convenience we write A for Axj 9yU,» for
tO' t x)0' respectively, we have
^ ib
— 6^=
*j+< - ^ 0Cj
where S*f~f> just as in 4*4, and so, expanding the terms in
powers of (it), we have that
4>><(e) - <*j+<
- Cl ~ 6tiAO t- 6*(£i _ G£jV... , 0(,-f O((0r) 40z 4-]ji
v/here
p. = {' +f<f=' <- p «£>V., + s^>v... j.
a».
Thus
<ta,(fc) - f J- I
x! J
i i *■ (r+^sxit) + ^s) <•--}
= I + (JfiKf t4>S-A)
+ ^ | FV1* + ^ ^ ^ +•»*> £ ) + ^ } -+ - •
Since $j*t(b) is the c«f# of a distribution with zero
mean the coefficient of (it) is zero so that
r
u>
t S Aj — o (2)
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X f
Again, from the coefficient of in (t) ,
we
u>
have that A/*z , the increment to mz on passing
tL
from the j • to the i^+O' stage, is given by
Auf = P + 4- 2^, S - lp K*>S^) 4- a2
- Aj — &j f. 2.0^ § (3)
on using (1) above#
(j) n
We need now to express "vf, in terms of p and a •
From (1),
|3jf, = Ct - f ) <*/
where
f* ~ 1 P + pC^ + f +-••- > ^ f 1 ^ • J-
so that
Pi* ~ Cp'pv?£,<^ + P p 4v&(5 4-0, & — A if +^0S + — •
Thus
■= p + n>p> £ (4)




-Jp" = j> + vf s 1 J?S - A Cp ♦"""'S •>
., &J-6?+ vp S . (5)
CM.)
This recurrence formula enables us to express vt in
terms of P and 8 • For we have, from (5),
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(u\ i n ^vt~1'
0( = Ak., - A«-, + o ~0\
% j-r' - s{^-o + sV'
£V'= --3) +
-K~' c»> ^-n-' , , . . <-H 0°S ^« ~ S C&o~\ ) + S -Vy
If the initial probability distribution is [tp-> p&3 ,
so we have, on addition, that
sKroci-?o)f (6)
In the symmetric case, and with po = 0#5, we have that
A/ - x. ^ so M+t
l«o t ( — S
-
H 3
but in all cases for which {£| <1 *
Say, and
A> -* ,-£« = A -
_.y A (t-
/- S
as n —> <=* . Tor if we write
^j It — &j } - = A 11 — £0
as j -5. o& , then
uo r cK"' c rH-2> p 1
-0, - 'T0 0 .+• ^r, b * + , + p^ C* — f>e ) £
so that
_ - £ £ 1 + s+s%... + g""j - ££ +po-p>) s"
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. / r r\ , -l ( X _ P \ . „ / . _ ^ ^
r (£-=?)£' 4-(£-=f)S~- + 4 fot'-fo)
The result now follows if
SW*1 -*• 5' 6 + *" °
as n —> °* , where
B - s -> °
as j —> 06 • But the sum of the first [itf)terms does not
exceed k ol Jil—S) , where K is an upper bound of the
convergent sequence { $j"} » the sum of the remaining
terms does not exceed / 0~~ £ ) • ^ n
sufficiently large each of these sums can be made
arbitrarily small. The result now follows. An incidental
(Mi
consequence of this result is that m>, — o(0 •
By the use of (3) and (6) we can express Az-tf' , and
Ck) r%
hence > in terms of p and b • This we do later,
in 4*8, but we first note the following particular case.
4*6. In the case of symmetry can be expressed in
a concise form. For in that case
_ i(y* i t~$
«.7- S
so that j+» ,
x i <- a. i g / LlL )y*3- * *+ ki-s
i f (if — 2. I=





- I «. !±f - J- ( '-=-1 )
/_ g /-€ \ i — 9 y/Mx - q
Thus Ur^ tends to differ from -L ^ —f by a constant;
/ A ^ /— <5
and
>»/ i '±£
as n —> o" *
The expression for by^x above shows that the two
occurrences we noted in the symmetrical examples of 3.2 and
3,3 are typical of the symmetric case:
(i) the increments Aa*. tend to a limit with the rapidity
of a geometrical progression;
(ii) the convergence of the b^ to their limit is mono-
tonic if fp>o and oscillatory if %<o •
In the example of 3,2 we estimated roughly the common ratio
of the G.P. as Vs ; we now see that it is, in fact, 0,6 and
that the limit of the sequence of is 1.0 precisely.
oU /
4.7. The limit of j <*- found above is but a particular
case of the general result. For, since
' Y-T
as n —> ot> , it follows that




whence /kxl^ tends to the sane limit# We have thus con¬
firmed by the method of increments the limiting value of
the variance of the distribution of the score that we have'
already found by a matrix method in 3#6#
4.3. We now extend the results of the previous sections
to variable chains. We use the fundamental recurrence
formula
— Arxy i* /\ / i* \
of 4.3 and find from it, as in 4.5* that
|°J+» i~ ^6 &j41 - O .
The only difference is the replacement of p and £ ,
which were constant from stage to stage, by the variable
pj+-, and £j + , .




.0*) jj>vo = +-A Aj (3)




(J*> , z «'V
V, - ^ -4j +v, 5J + , (4)
(jj
so that we can express the V, successively in terms of
the various pj and Sj of the matrices of the chain.
The general formula for /\x simplifies in the
particular symmetric case, which we consider first. In that
case, as we have noted in 4.1, £j ~ i for all o, so that
i .u'r.
vi ~ i -f-v( oj4.-
It follows that
Ci.)
vi ~ 7* \ 1 + + £*.£*-• + + ■■■■ j
and that
- 1 ^ *^+i + 2.&n+» +* - - +- ^2^+, 5^.... £t ^
Hence
= i + i £'^J V i I t +
+■ ^ [ ' t i 63 -f- 2. c£2 + A I + - .
^--l / 1+ 2.£n.i 2. £K_t + *" ^ ^z
X-
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4.9* This result allows us to evaluate lim in
particular cases in which this limit exists. Thus, to take
a simple example, if ~ $ for all i,
« i \1 + is ,-as* + +as"*'}
i +■ S
i
-4- / — S
so that
u <*S-+ f 7=1I '
a particular case of the result found for a general constant
chain in 4.7.
Again, suppose that $L ~(r0 £ , where $>° , Then
tends to one limit for n even and a second limit for n





In the particular case of symmetry we can, of course,
prove the result also "by a matrix method corresponding to
that used already in 3*6* Thus, if we now suppose, in order
to preserve the symmetry, that the score increments corres¬
ponding to 'failure' and 'success' are -1 and 1 respect¬
ively, the c*f# of the distribution after 2n trials is




l { u-s2'i • f U+S)1*
i f f (.it-*)'' , * <• Ci-s')^}_
We find that the characteristic equation of P(t) is
Cl-sl)% I +&>']* - s'-S
retaining powers of (it) up to the second only* On replace¬
ment of t by ^jjiv the equation becomes
- Sl'o.
She roots are '•> — S to a first approximation* To find a
better approximation to the dominant root put
a = 1 Hi!.
Tills gives
*2-
h - s4> -
l + S1-
and hence the same value for ^ as before#
We notice that there is no trouble here in the extreme
case of S = 1 J in this case Ut = 0, This is otherwise
obvious on consideration of the possible outcomes of a
sequence of trials# for the outcome is determinate after the
first trial#
how consider the case in which ^v+, , SVr+i. t ^<-3 ,
are S , S #—£,-£ respectively for any positive
integer r# Then Amx tends to one of the following four
forms according to the value of n:
s-
(i) I +■ 2g + 2 g* - 2 S3 +■ X f f XS*° - 2 + 2 £ +
(ii) I +iS ~asl + a<S'f -a-?' + 2/ +Z$ *■■■
(lli) ,-,s ^ -2*/^ +^7/aV;
i p5 , 9 C* — X$ ~XS - 2 <? ^2(5
, _9 r ~2£ - f ^
Civ) '
so that the sum of the four increments tends to
£** 4 g / +•••••
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Thus
/ A H- /-£«-
In this case, in contrast to the preceding one, is
not O(n) for Sal.
These two examples are particular instances of the-
general situation in which the stochastic matrices "£ I
occur in regular cycles; tends to a limit in all
such cases# We can calculate this limit in the same way for
all such cyclic cases although the details will generally he
more complicated. Thus, for example, even in the simple case
of £3^, , <53<-+z , &3<4-3 =~-£, ~S, S respectively
we find that
, 4 _ y
4*10. We showed in 2.8 that if P^-:>P>0 as i —> <*>
(JUJ
then P —> U, where U is the stable limit of P . We
can now prove the corresponding result for the score distrib¬
ution associated with the convergent sequence |P^} in the
present symmetric binomial case, that, with the previous
notation,
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i.e,, that fox the variable chain tends to ^ for
the corresponding constant chain. We need the following
Lemma.
|&l* <*■<■' for all i; =&>£;. and
for all i,
Then
j £| Sx ■ - ■ Sk. —• S I ^ Hii £ .
Proof,
The result is clearly true in the case of n = 1, How
assume that the result is true for n = m. Then
| Si.... I - I «- t (.« + «-."> - S I
= | si Si- s* - S"i + £„♦,&••• £J
4 S icC+ £ d." j
"by the assumption above. Thus
i- r'i *
and the truth of the result for all values of n follows by
induction.
How suppose, given E.>ojthat t € for ,
and take n % *c ,
Then
AAV ~ if \ l +^W" ^C \ + ^ f2<£n*i-+-+ 2-^n+t-..
- A + £> ,
say. Since £c ^ ^ <1 for all i,
-97-
1,-^0 <-3 K_*0V«. ?




for n sufficiently large. Also
A « % \ I *- 2-S + + 2 Sh ] *- (?v-
where, using the lemma,
2, v\. |
IM £ i £ 4- aAi + 3<* £ +---• + (.**"•> cL £i
< ^ £ ——-
Since
h-*o + z j 4. $
T^S
X „ ^ n-^cT - N- a „
I + t-' + 2. £ - 7—5" +- C
where, "by the same argument as above, C < s for n
sufficiently large, the result follows#
4«11* We laiow from the formula for yd^ in 4,6 that in
the present symmetrical "binomial case with constant S and
l
, the variance y«z- 0(>O and that a value of £
close to 1 results in a large value of y^xfw and a value
of S close to -1 results in a small value of ,
She extreme cases themselves, of £ = 1 and £ = -1, corres¬
pond to the limit of "being infinite and aero respect¬
ively, and in "both these cases the score distribution does not
tend to a normal distribution, as we have remarked in 3*7.
A sufficient, although a priori not a necessary, con¬
dition for the normal law to hold is that //ax/tv be
uniformly bounded from infinity and zero, i.e. yUX - oO-)
precisely, and we shall have to find conditions under which
this is so in the variable case, Y/e shall certainly expect
to find that ux - o0^> provided that the are uniformly
positive so that
{$i\ * s < I
for all i. This is the case we investigate first.
It is not difficult to show that ux-0(>) at most. For
/
we have that
^^i*2£+2SX+---- -t 2 S ]■




u- / - 8 ">
and the result that at most follows.
T'O complete the proof we have to show that yUz. =
at least. If Si>, o for all i this further result is
immediate, for then
A*r»t
for all n. But it is not so easy to establish this second
result in the more general case in which some or all of the
Si are negative. She difficulty of discussing the result
by consideration of the successive increments lies in the fact
that in this case an increment Aaz. raay be negative* We
have already noticed an instance of this in 4.4, and it is
perhaps useful to illustrate the difficulty by first discuss¬
ing briefly the constant case.
We then have, on putting Si ~ S for all i, that
fyi? " k\ ' + +<~yx
t\ C ~ i*1- 7
40-s) i 1+ J> ~ aS
If S i= 1> so that 1 - £ > 0, then A< 0 if
and only if
l(VJ.
1 +■ 8 - 2 s CO.
This cannot be so if S > 0 (as we already know) for then
I + *-2a"tx > I t f-if - I - S > o j
"out it can be for ,9 < 0. We can illustrate this by reference
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to the example of 4.4* If we take n = 0, S ~ -0.6,
we have that
4*2 = i ik 1 °'^ -zCO-z
= - 0- OS" ,
-> **
as we found* However, if |Sj<> > S —> o as n —>
so that
2 (^|n4i < I + S
for all sufficiently large n so that the increments are
ultimately positive; the closer $ is to -1, the longer
is this positivity deferred. We shall see that such an
argument cannot "be used in the variable case.
Negative increments Amz. can occur likewise in
the variable case. For example, suppose that $1 ~ 8 for
i = 1,2 , •••••,n but that = — £ , where 0 <:£<!.
Then
AM?' - £ J (-a* 0 + s+" +<?"3l




k CD p ,
If £ ~ , then ty**. >o for all n. But if 3 ,v5
CnJ
then Aux < 0 for sufficiently large n. This conclusion
merely confirms what we should expect. For the effect of the
first n transitions is to create a score distribution
which is widely scattered about the mean whereas the (n + 1)
transition tends to bunch the distribution more closely.
We notice, however, that we now have a proof that
CM / \
yUx - 0 at least in a particular case where some or all
of the are negative. This is the case in which the ,
whether positive or negative, are such that (Su| $ £ < 3 ;
this follows at once from the expression above. However, we
wish to prove the same result under the much less restrictive
assumption that \£:) < S < I , and this we now do.
4.12. It is evident in the particular example given
above to show how a negative increment can arise from a
« CM
variable chain that, although tyx^ is negative, the
previous increments are all positive. And in the earlier
A Ct"'
case of negative increments in a constant chain,
the increments (after the first) are negative for all i
less than a certain fixed value of n (depending on S )
but are positive thereafter. In fact, to prove the result
that Ax -COO we have to consider, not a particular
set, but the totality of increments. We proceed as
-102-
follows55. We can. express in the following form;
i a W x n z _x
where for convenience we have written v^ for the previous
(jt>
V, » Shis result follows from (2) and (4) of 4*7. for
in the present particular case of b\, we have that
Aa X ~ "t 1 ^~l\
x (i + ^ f - * sit^
— ^4 (_ aJL * ^^ ^kH
- if ( ) J
from (5) of 4«5. We now have on summation that
2. X.




i 4- 4- - f,V0 ) -4- if (vj. — EiV-, ) +■•••
4- if (-*£ - )
v/hich we can write in the form
£yA^ - ^ 0- ft*") + U-^2.)^ f O - £3 ) ^2. -4
+ 0-£H + ,
since ire •= -of^ - ^ ♦ Then, since |£t( * £ ,
» (/—«*">J irb ^ +—• + vv 1 •
» The method is that of Ularkov, 14, pp. 32-33. It is
reproduced in Bernstein, pp. 30-31.
Also, since
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^ - k + L ^ _>
it follows that
U~KJ^ - jjL +- V\ +■ i "^H ^
so that
vl 4- ~ ± ± ^ + ( 1 *^ ^2. _ 2.p—
2_
wVi
* '+&H ' I^
I
^ /b l+C. '
this value being given by vh. r ~~ q. ~tx
I t- Akk
Thus
^ ^ v- * . jl JLU* * KJ-1 -? lb I + £:
and so
i/r » i(/- s1) l * »• t ,4Ti ^
cm K I — &
Ul ' J 77T* ■
/ m .
It follows that ^ ^ oiy^) least, as we wished to prove,
This result is sufficient for our needs but it is
evident from the method of proof, and also otherwise, that
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the "bound for yKx above is "by no means a '"best possible'
"bound, for example, if £i~- $ and £ > o j
<k| A- u, g
/"2 ~ * 1+s
and
'rf _ i ^ > o
u-S 2 1±SX (/+ £)(( + £2)
unless S = !• It is natural to conjecture (from the known
nature of the distribution in the constant case rather than
this present result) that the best possible bound corresponds,
in fact, to the case of £l ~ ~ S and to suppose that, if
|S: I s s i » thea
» k 1=1 - *■
where 1 > 0, for sufficiently large n and fixed arbitrary
£ • This conjecture we have been able to prove only for
low values of n.
4.13, We now extend these results to the case of a general
binomial chain and so make no assumptions of symmetry. We
have from 4*5 that
« A + x^'<?:■>,
and
,Ct>°
_ A . 2 , W P,
~ ~/?>l V | o c4 I
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so that, on writing
Aw Aw - Mwt-I
we have
~ i*u*i +• ^ f l^w+-i <?«.' + 4 2 <?t+< --•• <?|
.
Prom 4.1, At>o(i) if (£:| 4 £< I 30 that, as before,
Aaz =■ e>CD,and y^-z ~ 0(."O at most. To show that Mz ~ DC*~)
precisely we use a transformation similar to that of the
preceding section, firstly, we have from (1) above, on
addition of the increments, that
*„+, + c >+4^") + c14 )
■+ W1 wt- z C ' 4 ^ ^>K"1 4 3, Sw»-> 4 <^K~' j +-■ •
.... + 1 4 + 2 8,Si 4 4 2 &x-- Sv\\, X
How write
- I + % 1 + eTc <£i+« + 4 ^w ^L+t •••■ - I .
Then
ti - I 4 & fcx-v.1
and




2 ~ _I 4- Wtn- C. twv-t ^K+i 3 +" Hi H- * {_ t-K M L>M4-t 3 4-
4 Hi p ^ fc| ~~ ^2- 3
= fcn+1 (jUM-H -~ ^ ) 4 fcn+t &v\ ^h-<3 +•
.... 4 &z ' ^i ^o ) 4 iv*k\
We now consider the sign of a typical coefficient
&C-i-t ~ '-•I.
say, Then
ci ~ £>iCt-bi ) - £ct C — Ac-i )
- / |*^4» 4 £<>« Ai-t )( ^C+i — <£u« &£-, 3 — &Yh Ac-< 0 ~^t-i 3
from 4,1, so that
n _ i— -j__
c«: - p»4. 2:+i + S'i+i *~ p^' owi Ac-t — Ou, Ac-.
— "4 &£-»
= |^C+< ^«j+« 4 A(.-*<?»-+« ^ ^ ~ pe-v» "* <^d+1 ^ .
Suppose that p^, is fixed. Then the least value of




in general* But in the uniformly positive case, where we
suppose that each element of ?U\ is not less than e ,
the corresponding values are
-
— p»C-i t 4- or ~ I ~ ~~ ^ ->
for the previous values occur when an element of P i+\ is
0 or 1 respectively. Thus in the uniformly positive case
the least value of (1) is
pc.+« 4--e )(_| - pt-n — )
which is negative or zero. Since 0 ^ A ^ \ it
follows that
c; ^ p:+, C(-p^«) +■ C~ p«-+i )C.i — p*-v» -<■ ~>
3 (l~pcf, ) - pC-H (l-
- JL (J - *■ ) -
Thus Ct ^ c - 4,0--*-) for all if so that
<: / 1 . *- i *- 7
y^<-Z > C. ^ t, + fcx "I"--- f tv,+L| .
We no?/ proceed much as in the preceding section. We
have that
bi ~ I f (?;, tu+i
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so that





since ( £; j * £ « It now follows that
cv . f _J
y^x > a c ^ + S2" '
IK)
_ / .
so that 7^i ~ as in the previous particular case.
OO /
Once again this lower hound for ^ is clearly
not the hest possible snd we conjecture that the best
possible lower bound corresponds ultimately to the same
constant, and in fact symmetric, chain as before.
4.14. We can extend the result proved in 4.10 for the
symmetric binomial chain to the general binomial chain,
i.e. we show that if P^.->P, then the values of yCt^ ,
for any n , of the score distributions associated with the
chains £p c } and \ tend to equality. We have from
4.13 that
A/U-2 — + 2 £i,4i 141* + ^ SHJ* + -2- Svi ■■■ >
where




j^c+« + £t+« pc +. £i pc-t +■— + £*■*■* £i£c-i - -
We have in the present case that p i p and > £ as
i —>06 , and we show first that, in consequence, & t
where A is the corresponding score increment associated
with the chain J>P} • To do this we write
/V = ^ pH+, +" <£,+ , p* + ^Vl,4« p«M 1
+ i! ■■ +""' + i
=. A i 4- A x ^
say • Consider the differences of the sums Aj and Az
from the corresponding sums in the constant case. If these
differences are D, and D x respectively, and if n, is
chosen so large that ) p j - p ( 4 £ for n > »i, , then
clearly
[ D,j ^ -L~. a^cL ( £>zj 4 ——-- jt~cK v /—
using the notation and the lemma of 4.10. The result that
Ac-> £> now follows and, as a corollary of this, we have
that m^-> m. Finally we have, "by essentially the same
argument as above but with m j. in place of pc , that
b/^C for the variable chain tends to the Aa^0 of
the corresponding constant chain.
CIIAPECE 5.
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5.1* We have considered the mean and the variance for
a binomial chain and now consider the moments of higher
order by a similar method of increments. We shall once
again consider first the case of a constant chain, and then
extend the results to the variable case in the next chapter.
We shall show that, in the uniformly positive case (to which
we restrict ourselves)
/^zm.M ~ OivT )
for moments of odd order, and
oo
„ f CM ? Z » \
M-iu, = (2^-» T>) b^2- S O )
for moments of even order. It then follows that the dis¬
tribution of about the mean tends to the normal
distribution.
We shall consider first some moments of low order and
then, having noted the methods of proof in these particular
cases, use these methods and results to prove the general
results by induction.
5.2. We show first that yU^- £>(0 • It then follows,
since /^x >oOO that 'skewness', defined as % ,7 a /y^-7.
tends to zero as n —> <*> , We know that this is so, of
-Ill-
course, in the constant case from our previous matrix
proof of 3,6, and we have noted the fact in the particular
numerical example of 3.3.
Consider the increment to on passing from the
i^*1 to the (1 * l)^*1 stage. Writing A for Ac ; ^
for $Ui » -?or ^ » ulc) present, we have& / 6
that
= -C £ I + ya2 (f|f f f-... .> (*> i-^
I -f p(&) f p1" C^_>1 4- pJ {^? +.... , p f p(ifc) 4-p^j2, ^ +- •
£>; + g (|f +S'C^3+:., , £ * £(*> +
whence
•Xo* - t J [ I -I- tptv.S) (*>+
CrU"1 + ftV5S + '■J?(/">■>■ I?":f-f+Ŝ+ *)£
so that , the increment to on passing from the
i to the & + 1) stage, is given "by
= l>2f P+AS -3A^ui + p + ^g«viS]
f 3^(pw»g) ~ As.
We know from 4.5 that "^o and -V, are 0(1) and, from 4.13,
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that /Ka is 0(n). The order of ^ is unknown at
present, "but we can say that
tya, - 2[p-&)/**. +3viS + o CO
- 3 £ + o CU
since, from 4.5>
^ = p +^t> f .
Thus is 0(1) if and only if s)z-^omz is 0(1),
We have now to consider -v-x , We find from the
recurrence relation (A) above that
A 4 ^z) -1A(6 + a),0 + A
s — 2 A +" ^ + "Ox & + J3 *4 2 + -2-^1 (/ &) % •
(>4-»> C<L>
This result expresses in terms of and
0\)known functions and so we can express -Ox recursively
in terms of known functions. However, we are interested at
0*0
present only in the order of , and hence only in









where K i is 0(1) and uniformly "bounded : K i ^ K say,
for all i, whence differs from
J££L (/- sK) ,
t— «f




We have, from 4.5 and 4,1, that
/- £
and so we see at once that ^2.-^ty= 0(1) , Thus
= 0(1) and so, on summation, yii = 0(n) at
most a3 we wished to show.
We can, however, prove this result otherwise without
appeal to the explicit formulae for M-z* and • It
is this more general method that we shall use in the proof
of the similar results that arise from the discussion of
moments of higher order. Thus we have as above
~ P/^2. + 0^2. v kc
A (<•')
so that, since &A2 = 0(1),
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(.00 c (*•'» /^Z ~ JP/^2. + O"0x 4- l<c ->
, /
where K = 0 (1) *
Then, using the result that




(W-15 (<-H * (IM) _ . (liL«"M' Ckl ^ / U ^
vx - £(v*
/ , iCJ to eo \




"\P X yU- 3_ "V t) C J
we have the recurrence relation
tf:+, * -t^Tc+i >
where r i = 0(1). This is a recurrence relation of a
type we have met before, in 4.5. We find, as then, that
£i - t 4-.... f £ v-(
ifltf <-•-• +- s"']-r
-o
^ '
where r = bd rj , this hound existing by definition since
(kK)_rt- = 0(1), Thus - V0 k] U C CO and A u3 - 0(t )J
as before.
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5.3. We nov; consider • We have the general re<
currence formula for the e.f. :
— ur U:W- fW.
where
---[' "A If A f', V0 +V, C*) rt |f+. ...J
Prom this we find that
—Alt
<?Uv, -=> -C
* £ I + Cp+^U) (*> + (£f (/<! A- f+ 3*>,.S +V0S )
+ ^ (p +Af */*3 +
(i£^%\ j/"* f t- *?£/"•* +-p t ut+o, S fV0o t-- ) —"3 j
whence the increment to on transition from the i
thto the (i +1) stage is given "by
+ (0pUx +f> +■ V-VjS 4n>0$Q
+ Vp ? + S 4- ^^2 (!) J \~b & z +■ p f 2Vf & £ 3 ~ f A**.
In this expression ^ and Vi are O(n) and
all other terms apart from V? # whose order is as yet
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unknown, are 0(1), Noting these facts and the relation
A = f
the expression for A>W can "be written more concisely
in the form
3-^s) fy^CA-A2") +- k£0-2.A X02.~V<y"z) +-0(1)
We know already, from (5*2) above, that = t> CO ,
and we are therefore led to the study of \>3 — ->Vm.3 •
Prom the fundamental recurrence relation for the c„f,
we find that
(lM )
a)3 - |yU3 -I- f-p +" 6 +• + >>3 £
"" 3 A £ p + ^z p + v, £ + 2.v, £ + ^z ^ 3
-A3 Cp+^oS)
= +-3 0: O-AO^i^ +-3£cI—) 4-00) ,
It follows that we can write the preceding equation in the
form
) +3Ai0-Aiy A>CD/ /
since 6:; ^M , whence, since &M3- oO) as /I3 is 0(n),
(CM ) (U-0 _ tc'K (_A
y^j = ) 4 3A: (.I-6;.)M2. 4- 0(t).
In the present constant case we have that A:—and
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hence




£. J £. Ci —A {<;,
/-s /"=■ *y^ j
- J A- ?
/<* J —fZT~ J
CO f. 2. „ -)
£yUz J i-A 4- 2.V, & J ,
A <-C) / (V' a (,L)
so that
2.
y^tf -—-> 3 W-
5.4* We have now sufficient material to establish the
corresponding results for all moments by induction in the
constant case. But the general method of proof is perhaps
made clearer if, in this preliminary particular binomial
case, we consider first yUg- and , the two moments
of next highest order..
From the fundamental recurrence relation for we
find that
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A/^5 ~ ^ ~~ ) +• 0 (> y
so that ty^s- - O(n) if ^-Oyu.^ _ 0(11).
Again consider the recurrence relation, and omit from
<<c all terms O(n) or less. We loiow that /*->.-> and
yUj are 0(n), and so also is -o3 , for we have shown,
in 5.3» that \>3 —v0 = 0(n), and also u.3 = 0(n).
(Ut)
Then we have that " is the coefficient of
i» j L/<v ^ ]
(t^)
h-'
apart from terms 0(n)« Thus
(uM) „ ,. CM r> C«j
fr
SJ
'4. = {/ ^ +■ £~>V
(c> /->





v ^ -> (<-M > ,0 / , CM , CM ,C, \ . .'4. ~ ~ L ^ ~ ^0^4- ) t" K i-
where = 0(n), so that I{^ Kn. for all d.. It now
follows, just as in the preceding section, that
<> -or - oc-)





5.5, We now show that = .3« Mx • find
*t*h
| the increment to on passing from the i
•I"
to the (i + 1) stage, from the recurrence relation; since
we are concerned with the ultimate order of we retain
only terms 0(n ) so that, to this order, is the
(c/c^ ^
coefficient of ^—7 in
b •
£ {/V ^ gf , V, fe? Wf <&? tvt ]
| + pli*' t- J= (sw
SC*) . S (sitf
—A
We notice that the only relevant powers of (it) in jC.
and the transformed characteristic transition matrix are
those not greater than the second. This has been so in
consideration of yti± and , and will be so in
consideration of u2y- for any integral r. Thus
f LPi ') f ,
/*b ~ f ^ s^ub- f-b~3.8^1+)
- (*&(_ b-pi^ + yO & ~ +• 0 oo .
On substitution of A - ^ £ for p throughout we have that
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Aub ~ b L& ^y^S t /tT C A & ^M-h- 4- b^Mif +-
-30^^ - 30^(4^0^^ -busA 4- iSu**' 4-0(0
— 3t>S/S C^f~ 3 t- ~~ _)
— A7" -f /5~tfif. A 4- k £ (->>6" — ^Uj,- _) -|- D(w )
- IS AO-A)/*^ 4- &£ t^S-^ous^ 4- 0(O .
We now consider Vf • We have from the fundamental
Cci-O
recurrence relation that ~^V is the coefficient of
&*f/ 6-'.
{t-d.ti*>J[ tput f £>V ) + tp ( Sjjt^ +jD,Ui. + $v*£ *vs-S)J
so that
(Uo
-- ^ +-£<v fff^s +v4.£ - s~A LpM^i^S) 4-OK)
= 5" ( A + ( A ~ vo S )«s t- ±i)fS
i> £ 5" A ( A —~^o £ ^Mh- 4" 0 C1^- 3
whence
C<-H> [UO
^/V W-V0>D + fA(l-A)^" /
t-s-IO-A^'-^h.i") + oK),/
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0& ( c+-« }
where we have replaced ^us on the 1,11,S. by j^s ;
this we can do since this adds only a tern 0(n), It now






A* +■ D C1*- ^
A O + fc s fAlL—S+. ob*)
" /'
lt>~A± At1-6) j^-g 4- Oin>
/6" tict . t 0(K )
/ /
15" i^Az ■ &AZ ) t-DlO.
5,6, The general pattern of proof in the constant case
has now become clear. The main general results, which we
have proved above in some particular cases, are:
CM-) / y N1. - OL^ ) for any integer r •
2. ~ ^ or,more precisely,
3 •»- )/
To prove 1 we need
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(Hi («0 (sO / T-» >
2* ~ D L*~ ' .
2o prove 2 we need





-v (m.) / <-*•) (H* (^iO n . /
av") t .2>r£ (^a-r-. ~^o H^v-v ) + °(
We have already proved these results for certain low
values of r and we can use inductive arguments to complete
the- proof.
We verify first that 4 end 5 imply 2. Substituting
from 4 in 5 ,
assuming the result proved for all integers up to r - 1, as
in latex inductive arguments.
yhjy - ' )Ci^~*3 ") ^y^Z. 4" 0 (_H,V )
- 123 -124-
fe now prove 1, We have, neglecting terms 0 (Vv~' ) ,
that u is the coefficient of (it) /(a***}', in
ay 2v 2.VV* (
S i - a (a-;] ^Mz-fAy Q*L > ^ (*L_1 L (*o: / (<i^)! (^>: c^>! J [ *<**> _
so that
/**' = W + O+0£^ * t»r+'>S\>« -
whence
b>Mx+* ~ L2<ArX H ~ ^Mzy ) + 0C-
since A = p t^o £ » She result will follow from 3» to
which we now turn» She detail in the proof here of the
general case is completely analogous to that of the particular
case, with r = 3t considered above, and it is not necessary
to give it again* She only point to notice is that v;e assume
in this proof that 1 and 2 are known to he true for all
integers up to r - 1,
We now consider the more fundamental results of 4 and
5 * We have to consider f^v-v • We use the recurrence




is the coefficient of C4*-) (L2*-O'. m
, , vw.t(t£L. ■
• / (JU-Z){ d ^(ch;j
i.e. in
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,C X( On 4 ^ ) + Uv-0(B«zv-i. +^2v-i)] J
1 < - A*«H <b^. T^x ^-° '•L;
We have assumed here that 1 and 2 have already "been
proved for all integers up to r - 2. It follows that
f S +- C^-. )U~ &>Cpu1>f^ +\>zv_^_s) f 0 0^ ^ •
On replacing p "by A-- d Vj and noting that ~ Ac
we have
^ S(v*r-« -VDu^_.) 4- (1v~,)A(!-A)/Aw.,
/ /
4- [2S-OU-&) 8 (Vxv-i - ^0Uw-O + O i-
We now assume that 3 is proved for all integers up to
r - 1, and likewise for 1. By use of the latter we oan
(C) )
replace yUXx-i by UZY., on the L.H.S., so that if
n i<l) y <ii lC)
we write for \)M_, -V6 U%<~% , we have the recurrence
relation
= ^ * ^r_l ^ ^ ~~ ^ }U2v-1 + o ^.
Hence
"V. n-C y-2. "\
(Zw- l) AtO-A; + 0(w A
Thus v/e have that
-t
C-\
4 - t-:> 'ZV-t
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Finally we consider 5* If we neglect all terms
we have from the recurrence relation that, to this order,
^ is the coefficient of j(J1*)1 in
j + u>.v-t + M-x<1 2-! jc / (Av-O- /
, .. 2tf-t IV
. . l^L. + /Uzv 6^2
(J-v)1.
ZV-2. 2v-> 2v —I
IV) '• J^Xf-7- \ 7"' ^ " V \)jT(Av-z)• (Av-O- C2^
■ L 2- 1
I +" f (.<*> + f^
£\l*4 4 S G*>
and so in
> l~ +• A ^ £ I/Uiv-z ^2—, + ~4-(a*-OtfiUa*-* 4-
1 z\ ■> /' (Av-aV. (*r->!/ /
iv
+ (■*> r
[X^c) ,Jyix + iv (j^A*-. 4-^iv-.O ^ 4- ^Zv- i. S )J
T/hence
A/hiv- 551 C^^2v-» +~\)iv_, £ ) 4- ^ ^ Xj/^v-z 4- \)iv~z £ ^
^ ^/4.Zv-» ^ 1 ^ tpUzv-x 4- ^zv-z ^
— 2r £r (^2v-* t^ j ^A-A ) Uxv-z 4- 0 G1*- ^_>
on substituting A: - S^o for p throughout and assuming
that 3 is true for all values up to r - 1, This establishes
-127
5, and the truth of 1-5 now follows by induction,
fhe proof by the method of increments of the normal la?/
in the constant binomial case is thus complete.
CHAPITER G.
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6.1, The proof that the score distribution about its
mean also tends to a normal distribution in the case of a
variable binomial chain is, in part, essentially the same
as the inductive proof by increments in the case of a
constant chain, and there is no need to repeat those parts
of the proof that are unchanged apart from slight differ¬
ences of notation, Thus, of the five results of that proof
in 5*6, the results 1 and 3 are the same, apart from
the replacement of the constant p , $ by the variable
t b 1 • but differences do appear in the results
corresponding to 2, 3 and 4 , and to illustrate these
differences we shall first prove 2 in the particular case
of m = 2, This we do by showing, as before, that
A«rx +■
6.2, , We have in the variable case, corresponding to a
result of 5»3» that
^ ^ > f 00 ^
provided that
(tv> C*V) CO ,
__ u — 0 L )
We proved this latter result in the constant case in 5.2, end
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a slight adap^on of that proof shows that the result
certainly holds also in the variable case provided that
the Pi, are uniformly positive. Por we have, corresponding
to a result of 5.2, that
(U-O t^> r~> / , w o> \ , 11 \
a)z - da. ^
so that, on writing
(y) i1-?■or-X-*4 = a
we have the corresponding recurrence relation
^fo-l ~ +■ "<* i-4 I
where r^ » 0(1), Thus
<C 4- ♦ SiSi-,̂+ +
^ ^ i -V <£ 4- £ 4- ^
^ /- £ >
where r = M ri as before. She result now follows.
We also have, corresponding to a result of 5.5, that
•VjLH) - 8i±x ^3 + pCn Uj' +■ f Ac LI
S) ic) \
+ 3 C'-AcX^ ~ V*2- ' + o CO
which we can write, using the result just proved and the
result that
(u*> p co
"do ~ j5 0- t + d"L4i ^ 6 )
in the fora
(in) on> ow o , & [w (c, \ /• -v to , .
-\?3 —-^oy^3 - £♦, (~^3 ~ ^<*3 y ^ c Al^Ux 4" oCO.
ilras, if vm write
^c> jc> <<-*> r-
Y3 ~ "Vft
end
Ac (i — Ai ) -
we have
A/U-u, ' = ^<fc+( =Pc +" 4> i^c-f« +- 0 0)J
where
cfeVi - £c4 i +- 3 tM-c + r +~ 0 0) • (2)
¥e have also proved "before , in 4*13, that
IS^aJ- A^O-AO +■ <?<:+«. "2--vc, (3)
and
Ccu« > a. p
^ ( » A<; — Ai +• <*«h< . (4)
(1)
v/e now see what these results, talien with our prospective
result, that
<4 I t0 A .t6
7-» = h 'Auq. - P/tl 4" 0 (>) y
imply. With (1)
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iy\z ~ *+ d«l+i Si +- (pAi Ci Ac -l- o C O
and now, from (3),
(y^x £&cU~&i) fx^c+i v,M)J - 4- Su,Si +"kAt0—Ai)/Ux 4-ot.o
so that
tPc = 3/Uz \)f ' +- 0(O .
She steps of this argument are reversible, so that if we
prove (6) we have in fact proved (5) » We have from (2)
and (4) that
cfin = Sui Si f £a. O 1' j + oco
whence
/> lO ) y-5 . jj) V
crin — ~~ ~ ^y4*42. "Vj J 4- 0(0
l"l> tc",
Y/hich, on use of the results that y^x ~yMx - ^ CO und
•\|CK' -a. 0 U) » write in the form
~ <?0m [Si-^Mz ) 4- Kt+I
Y/here ^ K for all 1* It follows from this recurrence
relation that
C CM ,C*) ss
whexe
@I\~ tCv V l<K-t + ^K-t ^K-X +• S^S^ - ( £\ - 5^1 vj'
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If we choose the K ahove so that J*- ^ K we
have that
(Ik i < K [ 1 + S" + $z + * £*1
where
g = (£c ^ <■ *
so that
(C*. | <1 ^1 (i-S ) = ° CO .





6»3t The proof in the general case of Viz* follows
a similar pattern. We have, corresponding to (1) and (2)
ahove, that
+ XC* + 0C-"1 ); CD
where now
/* ^ ASi ~ ~~
and
Sen- SUsSi -f- (.2^- l) &l (j~ISL )M2v._x +- o ^
<-U . «-> ;
1 CAiv-_ v
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which was proved in the course of the proof of (4) in 5.6#
We use (3) and (4) unchanged, and have from (2) and (4) that
vl3"= £h 5 A - vf) H- o
which, since
<>>
/<■ ^tv— z y^2V- :
we can write in the form
T*"!
Y/here Ki = 0 (n ) for all i. It follows, "by
exactly the same argument as in the preceding section, that
y, 00 \
^ •- - 0 J
and hence that
^u£>[\U-AC) U^h '<"] = £ tj^) 6cU-Al) u2r.^ + OivC'1-')
and so, from (1) and (3)f that
A/*z>r ' ( z ]/<-2v-z AMj + 0 (X Z ^
whence, as in the constant case,
£
yM-2-r - C^~l)C^~2>) + 0(K' J
Shis completes the proof in the variable case#35
35
Cf# the proofs in this "binomial case given "by Bernstein.
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6,4. In all the previous discussions the score increments
on each occurrence of the event Eq or E-, were 0 or 1
respectively, so that the score after the n stage is, in
fact, the number of occurrences of the event E^ in these
n stages. We can generalise this and suppose that the
score increments on the occurrence of EQ and are 0
and x respectively5 tut this clearly amounts to no more
than a change of scale, and, with this change, the previous
results still hold. Again, we can suppose that the score
increments are xQ and x^ , but this case is essentially
the same as that in which the score increments are 0 and
*1 - Xq i the difference is merely that of a change of
origin.
An essentially different case arises if we suppose that
the score increments vary from stage to stage. By the same
argument as above, the case in which the score increments
fa
consequent on the occurrence of and E^ at the j
stage are -Kq* and is equivalent to that in which
the score increments are 0 and x^ , and this is the
case we now consider, The work runs parallel to that of
preceding sections and we give briefly the results, using
the previous notation.
Prom the recurrence formula (cf. 4.3)
<3jh. (■«-* )
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I fj+j1 'ft* pjt-pXjCCtJ + 1
Sj Xj (ft) + $. ®>V - <Tj V £*j <» ♦ ^ - J
we find, corresponding to the results of 4.8, that
&,?. v ^ c^rj1 *av-V
and
vr'- w-r- cvr^j •
Thus, writing
v«' (_, _ v,°'j) -«j,
we have that
= *J+, J 4j+,-*j+, + 2aj'\j^j+« + "\r« <?i +•••■
*/
.... + 2, <? 0 •* 5) .... St.^1 J
= V« I ^J+l + 2$J\»jfj + +- • + <£^0j,
where
We now show that /^ ~ if the are





Xh + +CX- <££ 3 0 •
Then
"Yw4t ~ ^M+i + Sv\+* Y»v
and so
Thus
Y„* ~ SiH Y^ * #"+» I ^ * 2 <^« Y- i •
A g» _ JL 5 y 1 rY v.1 i4^2. ' «>♦ i V1 <V \j J •
We note that, in the uniformly positive case, «j > o
for all j. For we see from the recurrence relation that, if
/- Jv.,










is the second element of
,ov
f lo } p© 3 f
whence
ua.;
& $ \>r 4 I — *
for all n if
Pc >/ •£.
for all i. It follows that
«j ^ e (J - -O
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where we have written p , S for pj , and v
for • The result that the e^ are uniformly
positive now follows precisely as in 4.13«
Finally,
Xj 4\j'h ~ \i + ^ X) )
s + c + ^.)V
> ■
, + ££
^ c2"{ +~ S
if (<Q" | >x <S for all j, in this uniformly positive case.
The result that ) therefore follows pro¬
vided that
c -(
This is the case if the x^ are uniformly hounded ahove aero,
or more generally, if
H. ^ <2__
"Z\ ^ ~ & ^H) .
c — t
The rest of the argument concerning the order of, and relations
between, the higher moments follows in essentially the same way
as before. We omit the detail here because it occurs in a more




7.1» As a preliminary we consider first a sequence of n
independent trials with the probabilities of success variable
from trial to trial. Let the probabilities of the occurrence
(J) Gj) cj> -fcb
of the states E( , E^, E3 be p, , pz , p at the j
trial and, corresponding to 6.14-, suppose that the occurrence
of these states results in the addition of xf, x2,
respectively to the score. The probability distribution of the
score after n trials is a multinomial distribution which
tends, in general, to a normal distribution as n tends to
infinity. A sketch of the usual proof is as follows.*
The c.f. after n trials with the current mean a,s
origin (the increment to the mean varies from trial to trial)
is




Aj = p X . + pi ^2 + 3 ^ •
Thus, writing px for and A for Aj ,
= if ][ !-&{*) .
I T! J




(j>K(fc) = TT 5 1+ ) - Cp<x« ("T)'+--1
J
— c <j» (ut)2- , .(J5 (ttf3 + t
- u I U/a ^ +yU3 X!
J-l
where z^5 , are the second, third.........
moments of the distribution about the mean of the increment
4»V|




l t X tjl i oi % / 0> cJ' Ul x t
-- I 4j f,^i+ fx*! ^^3 - C Pi x4 Vfa*x f p-i ie3) j .
Then we can write in the form
H- - <jl
, i. _,3 , 3
4) ( £ ) - ~TT I i + /li /Si. L V 4O ^ i- <5^V y
J -, l <5^- <2_) J ry-2. 3'. J
3
where P>e is a constant such that \^9 \ $ \ and is the
third absolute moment of the distribution. Then, under
certain conditions
as n —<*> , so that the distribution tends to a normal
distribution. A sufficient condition for this to be so is
that
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II" we suppose in the present case that the score increments
Xj , xZf x3 axe "bounded in modulus then clearly
J"1
at most so that the condition certainly holds provided that
2.
~ precisely, A similar situation arises later
in the consideration of a sequence of dependent trials and
i
for that reason we now discuss in more detail.
7.2, let us drop the suffix j for the present and
suppose that p( , pz, ps are the probabilities of the
occurrence of Ef^Ez> E3 in a typical trial. We know, in
this present sequence of independent trials, that
E = ft <1 + ~ If**"! tpi^-2.
is non-negative. But it can be zero, and this can happen
in two obvious cases:
(i) when x, = xx = x3 , so that the score increment is
independent of the outcome of the trialj
(ii) when one of p,, pz, p3 is unity.
But E can also be zero if neither (i) nor (ii) is true,
e.g. if p, = 0 and xz = x3 • It is intuitive, in fact,
that the expression is zero if, and only if, there is no
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uncertainty in the score increment at that stage. This
result we shall now prove, Pirst transform S fcy writing
9C, ■= 7C , ^ -oc, ^ \ , <^3 -X, - ,
Then
t - p,x^ + + fit*) Mi.} - £ ptx fi^ <-v_ >
where p + pa+ p3 =1, so that
If "both pz = 0 and p3 = 0 then p, = 1 and the outcome
of the trial is fixed. Otherwise at least one of p2 and pJ
is non-aero. Suppose that pz =fc 0, Then
since pz - p^" f 0 if we exclude the case of p2 a 1,
another case of certainty. Thus
E= ~w3J + F'P'p?1]
pi-a
Now if p, = 0, then 1 - pz = p^ , so that
E ■ r7?,cP-rs»(V— ^3*
- fxp t T~ 9 ) '
If we exclude cases of certainty neither p_ nor p_ can "beM. o
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zero so that E is zero if and only if ^ - "9 , in which
case x( «s xx = x3 , and this again is a case in which the
score increment is fixed# Likewise if p3 = 0# If none of
P, t Pzi Pj 19 zero and if 9 ;> 0 then E>0# If 9 =0
z '2-
then E = (p - pz ) J so that 1 > 0 except if p3 = 0
or 1, each of which possibilities correspond to certainty, or
ij = Qt i.e, x( = x3 , which is also a case of certainty,
since pz = 0# Thus E > 0 except in cases of certainty;
and in all these cases E = 0,
We can set lower bounds to E, Tints we have the follow¬
ing three typical cases;
(a) P, PZP3 £ °» f 0. ^hen
ET >x
pv 7
If we suppose that p- ^ this gives
e ^
(b) <9 =0# Then
E = f>zG~f>x)XZ
% tiU --€cO
(c) p, =0# Then
E - fi fs Lx-*)f
>, Li U-CC f.
In a sequence of trials one or more of these cases can arise.
Suppose, however, that the p^} are always positive and that
V*» ? then clearly
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fcd ^
(in fact equality is not possible); and if we no\? suppose
further that e: >, e m.- > m, we have
0 '
E^' ^ 4-eu^
for all j and so
O. I
(Tk >/ .
It follows that the score distribution tends to a normal
distribution in this case, and likewise in any case in which
the increment to the variance at any stage, E^' , is such that
f| Ej 0(.O
j-'
precisely. This argument leaves open the nature of the dis¬
tribution where this is not so, Eor instance, suppose that
- o for all j. Then
E = f ( p3 - pi ^1
^ cl I f>- - Cpx i^2 ) \
_ el" p. ( I - p( ) •
low suppose that = 1/3. Then
£ H Ej O
J-'
as n —> o® and the condition above does not hold. In fact,
since we have essentially here the distribution of the number
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of occurrences of one of two possible states in a certain
sequence of n trials we know36 that the distribution does
tend to a normal distribution#
of the multiplicative property of the c.f.'s of the inde¬
pendent variables of a sum; the result then follows from a
fundamental exponential limit theorem. But this multiplicative
property does not hold for dependent random variables, and we
now give a second proof which, although longer, does generalise
to the dependent case. Suppose that after n trials the c.f.
referred to the then current origin as mean is
7.3, An essential feature of the proof of 7.1 is the use





4Uttfc) ~ t t J | + + f5-**" ^a* * ^ -^Ah -i-A^j
*fa*3) " 3AhJ^u2 t-Cp.xf v^"*x t3**~K}
+" (£?, | £M^ tlfUj6w *- (c^j, Cp«^ z5 + tft^ -HpiXt f jJ
- ^AkI/1* +^Ak + cp'^f +t3*^
/
+ (?AK p^i +• tf^i" +-f**£ 4- pyxa" /J - q-A* 4~a£ .
We wish to 3tucty the behaviour of 4h0^ as n —■$> o<3 •
We have that
Ak - h *-' *-?*•**- ^fi*3
so that
i.
A/A.j_ = CP(X^ f |V*3. * ) ~ ^
v/hence
H/
Uv> C 0' x vj) U> x \ ** ?
Ax = hi {IP,x, ^ ^ t Pa -xj- ) - Oji,
J~'{
as before# Suppose that the p tvi' are such that M,ct° = 0(n),
s
low consider y*j • We have that
Al -/if + P'x? fpiX2z 4-p3*jO f 2A^
and we see at once that ^3 = 0(n), for there is no tern
in yU2 • Likewise when we considerwe find that there
is no tern in , so that is 0(n) • low
consider uu • We have that
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i~
ii\ty** ' ) 4- Cp(Tc^+ J»a.st2. + p4*a) — 13^ A
-*(.£» tj*-M *pXa) +^Uz&t, + tp,*?" 4-fVct ^*1 ) -3 A
We notice that there is no term in yU3 • We know that
A^ = 0(1) and m.2. = 0(n), and we wish to show that
- Jmz +" DO*-) .
low
J (f,-*? hj>aoc2 4^>jTci ) - -V-AJ } V 0 CO





and similarly for any .Ujr , as in 6f3«
This sketch of a proof serves as a model for a proof
in the corresponding case of a variable trinomial chain. We
notice the dependence of the method of proof on the order of
yki. ,
7.4, We shall now generalise the preceding proof to the
dependent case, and so consider a variable Markov chain with
three states Et, E^, E^ and such that the occurrence of one
of these states results in the addition of, 3C{, xz, x3
respectively to the score. The proof follows the same general
pattern as that of the proof we have already given in the
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binomial case; "but the extension to the trinomial case, and
the use of the general increments x,, xz, x3 which are-
necessary here, instead of the previous particular 0, 1,
"both introduce new features. The final generalisation,
however, to a chain of k states with corresponding score
increments Xj,••••*•», x£ is almost immediate, and the
only additional difficulty is one of notation.
A typical trinomial stochastic matrix is
"but for simplicity of writing we shall omit the suffixes
and likewise when they occur in association with other
variables, whenever their inclusion is not made necessary
by the context. If the initial probability distribution is
But at present the origin of score is not the mean; the
effect of referring the distribution to the then current mean
score 5Tk as origin is to multiply the preceding c.f. by




l , It is convenient to utilise the particular nature
of the matrices, namely, that their row sums are unity, by
making the matrix transformation corresponding to that used
previously in the binomial case; replace each matrix ( )
_ i
by H( )H , where
H = -i (
-i . i
-i
and K I I






'Jc x, Jrx, l>Xj




The terms in this matrix can he expanded in powers of (it).
We shall find that -we need not retain powers of (it) above
the second so that, to this order, the matrix P(t) is as
shovm overleaf* The definition of the various is as
shown there. In the previous binomial case we had, with a
corresponding notation, = — &' , This partic¬
ularisation, however, tended to obscure the generalisation of
the proof to the trinomial, and higher, cases.
We now have that the c,£. after n trials of the dis¬
































































































































-tcm. Ot e~ TkjCJtr it,it XjUr *,> *3* 1 j |t P ft)
^ot*T V^<L j [ j" ^ J^(fc) - e l**- *f
. _ («\) ^ IT* /. »**" -]
, 01 > ^ '^' ^ f""' "* '",(a"
say. If we denote the row vector above by
<**v r |>h. > p* > J
then, because of the effect of the column vector j I ■ ' } in
post-multiplication, we have as a result of the transformation
that the first element of the row vector
«» - «vr»f ♦-■
gives the c#f# at this stage# We have to study the change in
this c.f. on passing from the j to the (j + 1) stage,
and to do this we consider the corresponding change in the
vector tfj' • We have the fundamental recurrence relation
«j« - <7^* 3,"
where Aj is the increment to the mean on passing from the
4-U "till.
j to the (j + 1) stage# It will simplify the expression
of these relations if we introduce a vector notation. let
- £ <£*' j J , <h = C<£?o hz, j ~ L f') Jh) jPa 3
and
* = c*t> **■> *o , -- or., -Cj
Then with '.* denoting scalar product in the usual way we have,
omitting powers of (it) above the second, that
/ (' TC (£Sj ;
PCW 3 £••*(.*>
2. !




We now have from the recurrence relation that
cCj-H - \ l~^ f l Cp * ^
t"0^ Syu^\-^.ic +2.V|(^f2 -70 V-2«-J| 1<& X^ (^Sx-y- ) 4-U5d ^. oc. ) J +- •
jp.x)
— [ 4- — A J
^
"} 4-f-* t2v, ££uO 42u, ££j.*-0 <K\>0 (£••*?"2 4-^D ("G-*^3
— Xh £ p-"* + ^ (^ $%•"*■) H00 -HA ^ +"
Since the distribution of score is referred to the mean as
origin, the coefficient of (it) here is zero so that
A ~ P' ^ ( $>2.' ^ ^ 4'*-0 j. ( ^2 • * •) ■
Using this result we have that QMx* » increment to Ul
on
by




passing from the j to the (j + 1) stage, is given
7.5. So far the pattern of proof has "been directly
analogous to that in the binomial case and, corresponding
C u )
to that case, the next step is to examine the order ofyU^ ,
We shall need in the completion of the proof the fact that
(K)
ykz = 0(n) precisely. This fact is essential to the
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method of proof, although for the score distribution to tend
to a normal distribution the condition is not necessary
fro
It is in this discussion of the order of that we en¬
counter the essential difficulty of the proof. The discussion
of uf in the independent case of 7.2 showed that, in
this case, = 0(n) certainly if the score increments
were fixed and distinct (or, more generally, if their differ¬
ences are uniformly bounded above zero) and also the probab¬
ilities of occurrence of each event are uniformly positive.
This same condition is also sufficient in the case of a
constant chain343*, and it is natural to expect that the corres¬
ponding conditions apply likewise in the more general case of
a variable chain, certainly provided that (i) the are
uniformly positive (ii) the x, x^;, sj' are not all equal
and such that the smallest difference is uniformly positive,
An example shows that if these conditions do not hold then
ov
can be bounded, For suppose that x, = -1, xz ~ 0,
Xj = 1 and
Pi * ■ 1^3
P3( "
x See, e,g,f Bernstein, 40*
xx Freshet, p, 84 or Doeblin, p, 86, Eomanovsky does not
discuss the conditions under which the variance is non-zero,
mm Doeblin, p, 90*
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for all j# Then clearly the score oscillates between the
bounds -1 and 1 whatever the initial state. We should
expect that, with the conditions (i) and (ii) mentioned
above, the least value of would occur when there is the
greatest certainty of outcome, For instance, if we suppose
that the score increments are 1, 0, 0, corresponding to the
distribution of the frequency of occurrence of a particular
state, we should expect the result, analogous to the connect-
(y*i
ure of 4»12, that the least value of ,txx occurs when
5 s




/ - ii -C-
or
for all j so that the states tend strongly to occur in
cyclic order. These conjectures we have been unable to
prove, and we shall proceed under the assumption that, under
the conditions stated above ^ u2 = 0(n),
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7.6. Again, from the recurrence relation,
j3r+1 ~ £ A(i>> 0*f^ ^ (^f2-+ £22.^0 +<£ja-u)cO
t(Ct) + ^XWC.) *2. + ^il^l V 10 '"3
j^iP2" +<^2-Vt> f )*t +- 2. + ^2_W, )'J6l +- C^U2.+ <^X^1 H
■a (^pz f ^21^0
l*)1"•f-
X
') (fx t£vvo *<^0, )(.**.-A) 1- 2 (£2.^1 + <f3i«i X*z A> 4- CfzM2 4 +.
from which we have the particular recurrence relations
(^1-*) p> p
-V>0 px+ ^ZX^O * ^ (1)
^ j — Cf2- ^ ijj U0 ~)(jLX~^^ t (_ -V ^j2CJl 3
— + <£jzu I t (.'**-—A.) vf6 5
on using (1), and
~ Cp2- * + <?3i ~)(Pcl~ +■ 2. ( +• ^x01! }
+" pV^z + ^ZZ^*- *" ^JX-^X ■
(yi-0 (/u ) < yp, ;
She corresponding results for ^ f co, , toz are
completely analogous*
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is7.7. We wish to show that, as 11 —>
<**
asymptotic to [2^~0C^~SJ and that the order of
O)
is the same as, or no higher than, that of yU^ • We
prove the first result as "before; we show by induction that
A.ur -n^.AMf + oc-).
Y/e notice that, since » 1, the result is true for m = 1.
From the fundamental recurrence relation we have that
yU-2?° is the coefficient of (it) jin
KX 2vh-I
li-w |*v«+ v.jr*
+ tUx-iKS,..-*) +■ w^-* ]
in* x ^ "*■ <2 (fj-1-)r
We have used here the result, to be proved later, that the
vwi LN
orders of ~iV end are the same as, or not higher
CK>
than, that of ; we have used this for values of
r up to 2m - 3. Then, using the result of 7.4 that
A — p.-x. ~ (&.*_ 1- C<£.-*.} tO0^
we have that
■157-
f lu(l^If-^XMxw.-z +" +■ C4 *-2' ) «^au.-2 }
"2. 1-
- 2-u.(au^-i) 6 .^ai«_x + ^ , ) A Mxu.-z
/ /
+■ 2u* (_£.»«*-( ) ^ l^3.%^-.i. — "^/U-Xu*- j. +" (
+ oC^).
We have found above, in 7.4» that
tSjA-i. ~ *" 2-^j C^xJt') + 2u)| 4- u)b (.<£>• "* ^ ~ £>




^xw, =^ ^/Wx . A/Ua + 0 (_**"*)
will follow if
C t 2iw ^ l^xin-i — ^U2i«-i ^ (_ §3 . "X >
+ fctCa«u-i ) [ ^x-^1 ) AlH-X + (.S^ ) Wl^-X j
-f- 2WO»-0 { C^.x-^Xht-x X<$x-*-) + (^Wz -^M-1 ){£.*oj
_ 20; ^^.Tc.) +-2.n>( C^-9c> +A)0 LSx-'*^-) -fO(vi?*
that is» if
^[C(y*u-. ) - c^-o^x^.x 3 ca-^
+- [" (Wwi - ^x^-.) ~ tAA }
+ h*(&M.-l) J -■V2lu.l)(t^) + {^Z^-Z -^j/^liu-z )(.£}■ ^ ) j" - ^ C
w«.~"










, M (K) X , N ,tH-' C"°) - £a<-Ov,
/■ )c ^ ^
and CK>
(Zv- i ) Wj Uiy-i
XV- 3- ~ O
_ ot- ').
c«£
We need, to complete the proof aVve, that (1) is already
proved for values of r up to 2m - 2 only, and not up to
2m* This detail is important in the sequence of the in¬
duction* Since, as a particular case of the next result,
fvO Cs)
v0 - 0O> and t>, - 03) it will follow from (1) and (2)
o> <-W>
that the orders of v* and Wv do not exceed those of
M
y^r • This fact we have used earlier in the proof for
values of r up to 2m - 3*
We consider (1), and hence the recurrence relations
V2v- and wiv * We have that )





















/U2y - Mxr ~ 0{,^ 2
We can write as
Similarly y
(JH> y*>0^=jf (^r-%Mzr) + (U,^"Uy4^) +0^K
U?2< ~ yU-x-f 23 y
V7e wish to deduce from these two last equations that
CK) tw (k) _ / Y-l \
V3„ - -*fl ^ OL^ JK2-r v0 Mi-t
and
0> t*> o>
— ^0 /^Zy — ^
If we write
Lj) J) , CJ> - H.
~^0 M%>( ~ 10j ^ W2Y ~ y %r dj
the equations can be written
*j<-' r &i-x "*/ * £u tfj +• 0 C^v J
and
' f„«j ♦ £»# + f (HT*)
or compactly in matrix notation as
^ = V £>j+< +
where
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and ay is a row vector whose elements are 0 (V~0 s all
elements less than Erf"1 , say, for every 3 . Consider
the nvi such equations for 3 « n, n - 1,, 2, l,o.
Multiply these equations by ........ $
D, Dz ....,. .Dmi respectively and add. We then have
expressed in terms of the D i and ac j the result that
- 0(V"~' ) follows if
pK 4- dw-, + * D' ^ 0 0;.
Consider first the product D (a. of two typical matrices
Bj, D2 • We can relate this product to Ptl , the product
of the two stochastic matrices Pj and P x from which I),
and D2. are derived, for we have
fk - P Pi
ao that
H ?n H"' ^ H P, H '' H Pz H ' ,
that is,
~~
I ; X A
w.









Pit - ^iP'i ,
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We now use the result of 1.6 that if the are such that
?i > e for all i then
f\x. ^ < (l-3-e.) .
It follows that the greatest element of D1X does not exceed
2-
( 1 - 3e) in modulus* Thus the greatest element of
+ + EV
is not greater than
^ +■ ^ +■
in modulus, inhere = 1 - 3© < 1» and so does not exceed
r»J(j~ y ) , a fixed constant. Thus x = 0 (n* ' ).
i
We now prove (2). We consider the recurrence relation
for ~\?x*r-\ •
-*v~'7/
We have that is the coefficient of (Jc) /(Zr-O1. in
S i - A(y*)}$ {PKUif-i + (Ti2 ") (^2^ / (2V-0 •
iv-i
J. ^
( +" <^32 ) P (ay~0*X tpy^zv-x V-C?2l_^2v-
•,,, +■ cfiz Ww*1 ^
whencer using the result that
OH; p p
p2 ~ "Oft — \PDOzx UD Ojz
we have that
UH) U-H)v vj'w — /» /
+ ) "^o 2. + 0 (_ KV ' )
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since












=■ £>a ( 1- '£» ("■*-' ~0/U"-'
+- o C*rV
which we can write as
o+-< J ^
— ~ ^2y"~ 1 ^
— as aoove
0+l) o° y*-o , ^u> U+«->
"»V-, -
since
a ^ a - n
-> A/-*-**—1 "~ ^ ) .
y+-v> u+,?U+^) i
The corresponding result for ~ I2*"" v^y4*^- *y
follows similarly# These two recurrence relations can he
combined into a single matrix relation in form identical
with the one above. The rest of the proof then follows as
before. This oompletes the proof that
= ^ z j U2r~z ■ &Ml 4- 0 [K Z)
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We now prove that A^x<* = 0 (n^ ). We have that
yii^^ is the coefficient of d^J j in
so that, using
b - f,.-x - ^0 I
we have that
~ )(hr " )[$».■'*' > + l2^ ~ ) C ^ -'H^ ■
The result now follows since
\)Zx - ^oMiy = c L*? ' )
and
- °o,Uw - 0 ^-U ^ ■
/
The proof is now complete.
7.8. We now extend the theorem, just proved for a trinomial
chain, to a chain with any finite number of States, As we have
already remarked the difficulty is only one of notation.
A typical matrix of transition probabilities is
-16U-
where 0 , <j> = 1,...., k and we suppose as "before that
P; > e for all j. If the initial probability distribution
lr, ;£ = ft "tj end the ocoi-e increments resultins on
the occurrence of the states £,,«••», Kg are »• • • •, x g






U (fc") -- ["f * J.
-(





and find as before that the c.f. of the distribution after n
trials, and referred to the then current mean as origin, is
*LU> jh o,.... * J
where
* r L 1 /n J
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and £ satisfies the recurrence relation
<JU) -Aj* CO) D /fc.
Here A: is the increment to the mean on transition from the
cj
3th to the (3+l)th stage and P:(t) is the obvious generalisation6
to a chain of k states of the particular case of 7,k in. which
k a 3.
The elements of 5* can he expressed as power series in
(it) s we write
cw>
^ tH) t*> x
- ^)t> (i*) + (£! +
Thus the term
(juO I•*' O»' . 2,
V0 4- Vo. (£)
of 7.U would now he written
(_>» ... v2.
,/LM + a*""4 («*) + +/*2,a /u*>i L / 2ji a.'.
and the term
I +/: f ♦
would he written
wherein
/S. +y». C^> yc,1,, <*£ +••••
C*->
_ (H.)
(A-1)0 ~ ' l}( — O
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for all n, These latter results arise likewise in the
present general case, for they are consequences of the fact
that once again the element <*., of f* is the c.f,
of the distribution referred to the current mean as origin.
The generalisation of the results from the trinomial
to the general case is now apparent from the use of a vector
notation in 7,i+ and later so that, on making the equivalent
assumption about the order of > the proof proceeds
as before. In particular the matrix results of 7»7 generalise
immediately; the matrices D j are now of order k -'
instead of 2 and, correspondingly, ^ = 1 - •
A further generalisation arises from the replacement of
the constant score increments x^,,.,,, x-& by the
J) (J) +-u
increments x, x^ at the j stage and variable
from stage to stage. The proof is essentially unchanged.
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